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ABSTRACT 
 
Our research aims to contribute to Language Acquisition studies in the framework of Noam 
Chomsky's Generative Theory (1957 and later), especially regarding irregular linguistic 
acquisition and focusing on the realization of Bare Singular Nouns (BS). Therefore, we 
conducted a study evaluating the distribution of DPs with kind readings in Dutch Heritage 
Language Speakers in Holambra, a town in the state of São Paulo, Brazil. As a primary 
objective, we intend to verify if there is language attrition in this community regarding the 
acceptability of BS. Distribution of BS is more restricted in Dutch than in Brazilian 
Portuguese. However, it is possible that Dutch Heritage Language Speakers have a different 
linguistic behavior due to the influence of BP. The Dutch Heritage Language Speakers of 
Holambra provide a typical example of a Heritage Language acquisition process: children 
born in homes where a language is spoken that is not the dominant language of the macro-
environment (wide community and neighboring cities, province, state, etc.), nor the society 
and its representative organisms (schools, public authorities, television, radio, etc.). We raised 
the hypothesis that, due to the influence of Brazilian Portuguese, these Dutch Heritage 
Language Speakers would accept and/or produce Bare Singulars in contexts similar to those 
of Brazilian monolingual speakers. Hence, we applied an acceptability judgement test in 60 
Dutch-speaking adults from the community of Holambra (experimental group), 30 Brazilian 
monolinguals and 30 native Dutch speakers (control groups 1 and 2). We presented to each 
participant in the experimental group 10 Dutch stimulus sentences and 20 filler sentences in 
order to verify their acceptability on a five-item Likert scale – where 1 was totally 
unacceptable and 5 totally acceptable. We applied the same test in the two control groups: 10 
stimulus sentences and 20 distractors in the respective languages of the participants (Dutch 
and Portuguese). The results showed that sentences with Bare Singulars eliciting a generic 
reading received over high acceptability rates from the Experimental Group of Holambra 
(72% acceptability rate). These responses were more aligned with the Brazilian Control 
Group (78% acceptability rate) than with the Dutch Control group (96% unacceptability rate). 
The statistical Regression Analysis of the Bare Singulars showed that the Dutch Control has a 
significant divergent behavior (p.value = <2-16) when compared to the Experimental Group. 
The results seem thus to support our research hypothesis that a slightly different grammar has 
risen in the Dutch HL speakers of Holambra, suffering attrition due to the influence of 
Brazilian Portuguese, since they accept Bare Singulars, showing no significant difference with 
the Brazilian Control Group. 







Os estudos sobre Aquisição da Linguagem têm sido um campo muito produtivo desde a 
revolução cognitiva dos anos cinquenta do século XX, especialmente com o surgimento da 
Teoria Gerativa de Noam Chomsky (1957 e posteriores). A nossa pesquisa pretende contribuir 
com esses estudos, especialmente, no que tange à aquisição linguística irregular e focando na 
realização de Nomes Singulares Nus. Para isso, efetuamos um estudo avaliando a distribuição 
de DPs com expressão de genericidade em falantes de holandês como Língua de Herança em 
um município do estado de São Paulo: Holambra. Como objetivo, pretendemos verificar se há 
ocorrência de aquisição irregular, na forma de Nomes Singulares Nus (NNs) nessa 
comunidade. O Português Brasileiro (PB) aceita NNs com interpretação genérica. Já, em 
holandês o mesmo não é verdadeiro. No entanto, é possível que falantes do Holandês como 
Língua de Herança tenham um comportamento linguístico diferente devido à influência do 
PB. Os holandeses da comunidade de Holambra do nosso estudo podem ser considerados 
exemplos típicos de falantes de Língua de Herança: crianças cuja língua não é a dominante do 
macro-entorno (comunidade ampla e cidades vizinhas, província, estado, etc.), nem da 
sociedade e os seus órgãos representativos (escolas, poder público, televisão, rádio, etc.). A 
nossa hipótese de trabalho previu que, devido à influência do PB, os falantes de holandês 
como língua de herança aceitariam e/ou produziriam NNs em contextos semelhantes aos dos 
falantes monolíngues brasileiros. Para respondermos a essa questão de pesquisa, aplicamos 
um teste de julgamento de aceitabilidade em 60 adultos falantes de holandês da comunidade 
de Holambra (grupo experimental), 30 brasileiros monolíngues e 30 holandeses nativos que 
não falam português (grupos controle 1 e 2). Apresentamos a cada participante do grupo 
experimental 10 sentenças estímulo e 20 sentenças distratoras em holandês para que os 
participantes julgassem sua aceitabilidade numa escala Likert. Aplicamos o mesmo teste nos 
dois grupos controle nas respectivas línguas maternas dos participantes (holandês e 
português). Os resultados da pesquisa indicam que os falantes de holandês de Holambra 
aceitam NNs em contextos não permitidos pelo holandês padrão. Efetivamente, o grupo 
experimental de Holambra, aceitou essas construções (72% de aceitabilidade global), 
alinhando-se com o Grupo Controle Brasileiro (78% de aceitabilidade), enquanto que o Grupo 
Controle Holandês as rejeitou massivamente (96% de inaceitabilidade). Os resultados 
parecem assim apoiar a nossa hipótese de pesquisa de que uma gramática ligeiramente 
diferente surgiu nos falantes de holandês como Língua de Herança de Holambra devido ao 
atrito provocado pela influência do Português Brasileiro. 
Palavras-chave: Aquisição da Linguagem; Línguas de Herança; Nomes Singulares Nus; 
Holandês; Português Brasileiro. 
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 In this Masters’ thesis, we will expose the results of our work on Article Omission in 
Dutch Heritage Language Speakers (HLS) of the Holambra community in the State of São 
Paulo, Brazil. It is a research set in the field of Language Acquisition Studies, in the 
framework of Noam Chomsky’s Transformational Generative Grammar (CHOMSKY, 1995; 
among others).  
One of Chomsky’s initial queries was to respond to the Logical Problem of Language 
Acquisition (Plato’s problem): How can a human being (a child) know so much about 
language, acquiring it very fast, when the external source (the Primary Linguistic Data) is so 
limited? This issue, which would also become known as the Poverty of the Stimulus 
Hypothesis, drove generative theorists to consider knowledge of language as an internally 
based and genetically endorsed faculty, swinging the research focus from the earlier existing 
structuralist and behaviorist theories to a more innate, mentalist one, related to Descartes’ 
rationalism. It is thus a theory which considers the faculty of language as a biological 
endowment of human beings and moves the focus of language studies away from the social 
realm to the area of the cognitive sciences. 
A major consequence of starting to look at language as a mental representation 
brought along a whole new paradigm in language studies. Basically, the human language is 
seen as having underlying universal principles, and the differences among languages are 
solely surface variations due to different parametrical values assigned to each language.  
Of course, as these new proposals rose, new difficulties also did. New questions had to 
be answered and new problems tackled. In the field of Generative Language Acquisition 
Studies, a long path has been trodden since the inception of the theory. Innatism has come a 
long way in explaining some of the mechanisms underlying the human language faculty, but 
there is still a lot to discover.  
In recent years, new research areas are being added to the already existing ones. An 
example thereof are the acquisition studies on HLS and the way they cope with the 
unbalanced input of Primary Linguistic Data they are exposed to (as we will see further 
below, in Chapter 2). 
In this perspective, we considered that a research on Dutch HLS in Brazil could bring 
some exciting views on an atypical language acquisition setting. Thus, we conducted a study 
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to evaluate the distribution of Determiner Phrases in Dutch HLS in a municipality of the state 
of São Paulo: Holambra. Our objective was to compare aspects of article use in sentences 
with generic reading in the Dutch language spoken by the inhabitants of Holambra with that 
of Dutch and Brazilian speakers. 
Indeed, the influence of Brazilian Portuguese (in this case, the Majority Language) on 
the mental grammar of the firstborn generation of Dutch people in Holambra seemed a 
promising field of research due to the different distributions of Determiner Phrases in both 
languages, as well as the higher acceptance of Brazilian Portuguese regarding Bare Singular 
Count Nouns. 
Recently, Brazilian Portuguese (BP) has been one of the target languages of interest 
for studies on Bare Singulars for allowing them with countable nouns in generic contexts, 
unlike other Romance (or Germanic) languages. Hence, Brazilian Portuguese allows: 
 
(1) Cachorro caça gato. 
 
which is inadmissible in other Romance languages: 
 
(2)b  * perro caza gato. (Spanish) 
(2)c  * Chien chasse chat. (French) 
(2)d * Gos caça cat. (Catalan) 




(2) f * dog chases cat. (English) 
(2) g * Hond achtervolgt kat. (Dutch) 
(2) h * Hund jagt katze. (German) 
 
The structure and interpretation of Determiner Phrases of different syntactic and 
semantic complexity are among the most studied themes in Linguistics in the last decades. 
The literature has established several mappings of the syntax-semantics of nominal phrases as 
to how they can express (in) definiteness, specificity and genericity, that is, how Determiner 
Phrases refer to entities in the world.  
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Accordingly, the referential properties of Determiner Phrases and their relationship 
with syntactic and semantic elements are issues that are much discussed and studied in 
theoretical linguistics (ABNEY, 1987; CARLSON, 1997; CHIERCHIA, 1998; 
LONGOBARDI, 1994, 2001). More recently, experimental studies in the area of language 
acquisition have also been carried out in order map how nominal expressions are interpreted 
at different stages in the acquisition of L1 and L2 (IONIN, 2015; LOPES, 2006).  
Within the Determiner Phrases, Bare Singular Count Nouns are the subject of heated 
debates by researchers in the area of linguistics, either acquisitional or theoretical (DAYAL 
2004; CYRINO & ESPINAL, 2015; MÜLLER, 2002, SCHMITT & MUNN, 1999, among 
many others). 
The question of the reference to kind entities, for instance, has been raised by IONIN 
et al. (2011) in an experimental study to test the distribution of generic Noun Phrases 
comparing English, Spanish and BP speakers. Their focus is mainly semantic and, in their 
conclusions, they defend the need to conduct more research on the issue. A point raised by 
IONIN et al. (2011)1, is that the acceptability of Bare Singulars in BP is also related (but not 
exclusively) to stylistic differences, where a spoken register would favor Bare Singulars and a 
written one Bare Plurals. Therefore, they also propose to conduct more experimental studies 
exposing the participants to auditory stimuli as to create better conditions for the test. 
Given the crosslinguistic differences mentioned and the interest on DPs, we 
considered that our work will contribute to the debate, especially because we will 
experimentally test HLS with the two groups of interest – native speakers of Dutch and BP – 
in order to shed some light on irregular acquisition regarding the DP domain. 
The subjects of our experiment are descendants of the first Dutch migrants who 
arrived in Holambra in the mid-twentieth century. Holambra is a small town located in the 
state of São Paulo, in the southeastern region of Brazil. It is part of the mesoregion of 
Campinas, has an area of 65,577 km² and had an estimated population of 13,698 inhabitants in 
2016 (IBGE, 2010). 
The first Dutch immigrants arrived in 1948 in what later would be the independent 
municipality of Holambra. The name Holambra comes from the union of the first segments of 
Holanda-América-Brasil, to express integration (IBGE, 2010). 
In the beginning, the Dutch government sent cattle, machinery and other materials to 
support the migrants who had to adapt to the difficult conditions of their new life in a region 
                                                 
1 Following Munn and Schmitt (2005). 
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not prepared for pastoring neither agriculture: “[…] era uma área deserta. O solo fora 
exaurido pelo antigo cultivo do café e agora estava coberto de ervas daninhas e mata 
secundária”2 (SMITS, 1990, p. 55).     
These first settlers worked with cattle for dairy production, but diseases put an end to 
this activity. Next, agricultural activities were initiated but these also were difficult due to the 
settlers’ unawareness of local planting techniques, climate and soil conditions, among others. 
During this period, several of them left the colony and migrated to the south of Brazil (IBGE, 
2010)3. 
 In a subsequent stage, the agricultural production was diversified and the colony began 
to stabilize and to improve. Nowadays, it has a florescent economy, based on tourism on the 
one hand, and on agriculture on the other. It is the largest producer of flowers in Latin 
America and maintains a strong cultural Dutch identity, mainly in architecture and 
gastronomy, although the use of the Dutch language has lost influence over the years. 
 Nonetheless, Dutch is the L1 of most inhabitants of Holambra from the firstborn 
generation. These speakers do not seem to diverge significantly from Standard Dutch and/or 
other dialects from Dutch speaking areas in Europe (during our contact with the community 
we observed Limburgs and Brabants, for example)4. 
Groups of speakers like the inhabitants of Holambra are a representative example of 
HLS due to the peculiar character of the language acquisition process which they go through. 
Considering that typical language acquisition occurs within a family that speaks the same 
language as the language of the region or state in which the family lives, in the case of 
Heritage Languages we are faced with an atypical acquisition situation. According to Montrul 
(2012, p. 2), HLS are “the children of immigrants born in the host country or immigrant 
children who arrived in the host country some time in childhood”. We find a similar definition 
in Valdés (2000) who describes heritage language speakers as individuals who grew up in 
families whose language is not that of the dominant community. This is an atypical 
acquisition from which various forms of bilingualism can emerge.  
The example of the Dutch community in our study illustrates this process well: 
children born in homes where a language is spoken that is not the dominant language of the 
                                                 
2 It was wasteland. The soil had been worn out by the ancient coffee plantations and was now covered by weeds 
and secondary forest (our translation). 
3 It is interesting that one of the first examples of code-mixing is registered in this period: paupiekje(s). In this 
adaptation of Portuguese pau-a-pique (literally “mud wall”)3, one can see the affixation of the Dutch (ie)kje, 
used as a morpheme indicating smallness: koning => koningkje (king => little king). 
4 The only remarkable phenomenon, aside from some basic code-mixing, was that the youngest participant of 
our research seemed unable to pronounce the shibboleth [sχ], pronouncing it instead as [sk]. Thus, the Dutch 
word “school”, [sχoːɫ], sounded more like the English [skuːl]. 
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macro-environment (broad community and neighboring cities, province, state, etc.), nor of the 
surrounding society and its representative bodies (schools, public authorities, television, radio, 
etc.). 
To Scontras et al. (2015), HLS offer a unique field to study language acquisition 
issues, since this process contrasts with traditional monolingual or simultaneous bilingual 
acquisition. In HLS, we can find aspects of atypical acquisition, language attrition, processes 
that lead to different mental grammars than those of monolingual speakers. 
Likewise, Valdés (2005) acknowledges the importance of the inclusion of Heritage 
Languages in the range of Language Acquisition studies and proposes the reconceptualization 
of the Second Language Acquisition area, expanding it with the inclusion of several types of 
Language Acquisition, including the acquisition of dialects, standard language, specific 
registers and styles and written language.  
As regards the interrelationship between the languages in question, and especially 
Dutch, Van Der Sijs (2014, p. 119) argues that more studies are needed in this area: 
 
Er is echter meer en systematisch onderzoek naar Nederlandse 
contactvariëteiten nodig om licht te kunnen werpen op de vraag welke 
kenmerken universeel zijn en welke bepaald worden door andere factoren, 
zoals de moedertaal van de sprekers. Die kennis is ook nodig om te kunnen 
achterhalen wat de invloed van taalcontact op de ontwikkeling van het 
Nederlands is geweest, en onder welke voorwaarden taalcontact in het 
verleden op de morfologie en syntaxis van het Nederlands heeft gewerkt5. 
 
Similarly, it has to be mentioned that very few research has been undertaken on the 
influence of BP on Heritage Languages in Brazil, since there are no large communities of 
HLS in this country. This is due to the lack of great migratory flows in recent years6. In effect, 
the peak of large migratory movements in Brazil – originating mainly from Italy, Central 
European Countries and Japan – occurred around the first decades of the twentieth century 
(FREITAS, 2003; MORALES, 2008) making it presently difficult to find communities with 
first- or second-generation HLS7.  
                                                 
5 However, more and more systematic research into Dutch contact varieties is needed to shed light on the 
question of which features are universal and which are determined by other factors, such as the native language 
of the speakers. This knowledge is also needed to find out what the influence of the contact language has exerted 
on the development of Dutch, and under what conditions contact language has influenced the morphology and 
syntax of Dutch in the past (our translation). 
6 This is a very different situation than the United States, that has many inhabitants from Spanish speaking 
countries, or Europe which received (and is still receiving) large contingents of people from different origins 
over the last years. 
7 Nowadays, there are some new arrivals from Syrian and Haitian citizens, as well as from people from several 
African and South American countries. Nevertheless, as they are new communities, they have no adult HLS. 
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This turns our research a benchmark in HL studies in Brazil. Particularly, because the 
two linguistic systems under study differ in their distribution of the DP, as we have already 
mentioned above.  
We aimed thus at comparing the distribution of generic DPs and measuring whether 
there had been cases of language attrition – the erosion of the speakers’ first grammar – in the 
HLS, attributable to the majority language regarding the acceptability of Bare Singular Count 
Nouns. 
To Seliger (1996, p. 616), attrition is “the temporary or permanent loss of language 
ability as reflected in a speaker’s performance or in his or her inability to make 
grammaticality judgments that would be consistent with native speaker monolinguals of the 
same age and stage of language development”. Montrul (2008, p. 21) considers attrition as 
“the loss of a given property y of the language after property y was mastered with native-
speaker level of accuracy and remained stable for a while, as in adults”. 
The null hypothesis is that the distribution of generic DPs’ acceptability in Dutch as a 
Heritage Language in Holambra is the same as in Standard Dutch. Our alternative hypothesis 
is that this acceptability may differ when it comes to Definite Plurals, and should differ with 
Bare Singulars. If the inhabitants of Holambra accept article omission in Dutch before 
Singular Nouns, we would be facing a case of grammar attrition and our result would 
contribute to the debate providing more empirical data on this subject. 
This thesis is structured as follows: after this Introduction, we will give a brief 
overview of Language Acquisition research in the generative framework in Chapter 2. 
Therein we will present some issues related to First Language Acquisition and, next, a section 
on Second Language Acquisition. The chapter’s third section will be subdivided in three 
further parts: Bilingualism, Multilingualism, and Heritage Language Studies. 
 Chapter 3 consists of a brief theoretic review of the so-called Determiner Phrase. We 
will see some of its distributional properties, mainly in Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese, 
which are the languages under scrutiny in our work. In this chapter, we will attempt to give 
the reader a better insight of the phenomenon of Bare Singular Nouns, and the contexts in 
which these Bare Singulars are not allowed by a specific language, especially Dutch, thus 
consisting in cases of Article Omission, as mentioned above. 
In Chapter 4, we will explore our experimental work, discussing its background, 
methods, and the rationale used to design the experiment. We will also present our results and 
discussion. Our findings will be debated as to how they fit in a Language Acquisition theory.  
Finally, in chapter 5, we will bring the final remarks and conclusions of our research. 
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Our stance regarding Second Language Acquisition and, consequently, HL 
Acquisition will draw upon Meisel (2011), Herschensohn (2000), Yusa (1999) and, 
specifically for Heritage Language Acquisition, Montrul (2008, 2016). 
We will assume that the Faculty of Language is innate and responsible for Language 
Acquisition and that Universal Grammar is the initial state of an infant’s L1. For the 
acquisition of L2s, we posit that the L1 is the initial state of the L2. We also claim that UG is 
active in the L2, though restrained due to initially underspecified morphological features of 
the L1 lexicon, following Yusa (1999). Finally, we believe that in adult Second Language 
Acquisition aspects related to factors outside the narrow Language Faculty – statistical 
operations, cognitive processes, etc. – play a more relevant role than in L1 acquisition, as 










In this chapter, we will explore some topics about Language Acquisition in the 
Generative Framework. We will subsequently approach some issues on First Language 
Acquisition, then Second Language Acquisition (SLA), and, finally, give some special 
attention to Bilingualism, Multilingualism, and, more specifically, the Acquisition of Heritage 
Languages. 
It is a long discussion, yet, necessary to better understand the characteristics of 
Heritage Language Speakers (HLS), the focus of our research, since their acquisition process 
is different than SLA or acquisition in simultaneous bilinguals8.  
 
   
2.1 FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
 
 
Studies of language acquisition have been a very productive field since the cognitive 
revolution of the fifties, especially with the emergence of the Generative Theory of Noam 
Chomsky (1957 and later). It was in a review against Skinner’s book “Verbal Behavior” 
(SKINNER, 1957), which intended to explain language acquisition through a series of 
stimulus/response chains9, that Chomsky started to develop his ideas regarding the innateness 
of language (CHOMSKY, 1959). Chomsky’s review of Skinner’s behaviorist psychological 
theory on language was a cornerstone in the advent of Cognitive Psychology as well as of 
modern linguistic theories.  
Chomsky’s assumptions on a cognitive (innate) endowment allowing human beings to 
master any language to which they are exposed contrast with the behaviorist theories 
comparing language acquisition to a process in which external factors and conditioning plays 
a major role: 
                                                 
8 Broadly speaking, HLS share some particularities with L1 learners (they are exposed to one language as an 
infant), with L2 learners (they are not exposed to the Majority Language (ML) in their early years) and with 
bilinguals (they start to be exposed massively to the ML at young ages. 
9 According to Skinner: “In a given verbal community certain responses are characteristically followed by 
certain consequences […]. Much of the verbal behavior of young children is of this sort. Candy is 
characteristically followed by the receipt of candy […]. These effects are not inevitable, but we can usually find 
one consequence of each response which is commoner than any other.” (SKINNER, 1957, p .69). 
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The fact that all normal children acquire essentially comparable grammars of 
great complexity with remarkable rapidity suggests that human beings are 
somehow specially designed to do this, with data-handling or “hypothesis-
formulating” ability of unknown character and complexity. (CHOMSKY, 
1959, p. 60). 
 
 The importance of shifting the weight of Language Acquisition from external factors 
to internal ones needs to be largely highlighted since it has shaped a whole new panorama of 
studies approaching human cognition and its relationship with language. Basically, 
Chomsky’s theory departs from the assumption that there is in the speakers an innate ability 
called Faculty of Language that allows them to acquire their native language (CHOMSKY, 
1975). This process occurs in a uniform way regarding its development and final state.  
We ought to point out that Chomsky’s hypothesis is not a new idea in Western 
philosophy, on the contrary, it follows a long tradition of thinkers who saw language as a 
cognitive activity. 17th century philosopher René Descartes said that language is the universal 
ability to use words and sentences to express ideas [1647] (1955). In 1660, Lancelot and 
Arnaud, in the so-called Port-Royal Grammar (2001), defended the universality of languages. 
Another important philosopher in this line of thought was Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-
1835), who emphasized that the main characteristic of natural languages was to make infinite 
use of finite resources, thereby bringing the concept of creativity to the study of language. 
According to Humboldt, all humans have a natural disposition to acquire any specific 
language (HUMBOLDT, 1999). We perceive, thus, that the concept of UG developed by 
Chomsky can be considered a synthesis of these rationalist studies and modern cognitive 
sciences. 
Universal Grammar (UG) is a theory of the initial stage of language acquisition. Or, 
according to Chomsky himself: “UG is just the theory of the genetic component for language, 
whatever it is” (2012, p. 7). It is thus the innate biological device that allows human beings to 
learn any natural language and is composed of two sets of information: Principles and 
Parameters. Principles “encode the invariant properties of languages, that is, the universal 
properties that make languages similar” (GUASTI, 2002, p.18).  
An example of a Principle is the Extended Projection Principle (EPP). It is a 
requirement (for any human language) that sentences should have a subject (CHOMSKY, 
1981). A Parameter, on the other hand, encodes the possible differences between languages, 
the varying properties. The pro-drop parameter, for example, defines whether a specific 
language allows a phonologically null subject. The parameters are also supposed to work in 
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clusters. If, for instance, a parameter is set positively for the pro-drop parameter it will entail 
the Overt Pronoun Constraint (see below for an illustration thereof). 
In sum, the theory assumes that the individual is born with the principles already 
activated and UG takes environmental language information (the Primary Linguistic Data, 
PLD) to format the binary parameters and thus form the individual’s language. Also, UG is 
the core component of the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) (CHOMSKY, 2000).  
UG theory has proven to be very strong in regards to the explanatory adequacy for the 
logical problem of Language Acquistion. This problem (also called Plato’s problem or the 
Poverty of the Stimulus Hypothesis, as mentioned before) was, thus, one of the main issues 
that drove the generative theory: There is a mismatch between what the child “knows” about 
language and the primary linguistic data (Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1: The General Form of the Argument from the Poverty of the Stimulus 
1. Mastery of a language consists (in part) of knowing its grammar. 
2. In order to learn a certain rule of grammar, G, children would have to have 
access to certain sorts of data, D, which falsify competing hypotheses. 
3. The primary linguistic data (pld) do not contain D. 
So 
4. G could not be learned. 
5. This situation is quite general: many rules of grammar are unlearnable 
from the pld. 
So 
6. UG is innately known. 
Source: Cowie (2010, p. 8).  
 
As said above, an argument defending the existence of a genetic endowment for 
language acquisition is given by White (2003) regarding “the Overt Pronoun Constraint”. 
This constraint is defined by Montalbetti (1984 Apud WHITE, 2003, p. 5): “overt pronouns 
cannot receive a bound variable interpretation (i.e. cannot have quantified or wh-antecedents), 
in situations where a null pronoun could occur”.  
This phenomenon is also a typical underdetermination problem, as there are subtle 
interpretations related to subject pronouns which cannot be acquired solely on the basis of 
input (WHITE, 2003). Languages can instantiate subject pronouns phonetically or not (overt 
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or null pronouns). Thus, in non-null subject languages, like English, the pronoun has to be 
expressed. Conversely, null subject or pro-drop languages accept an empty category: pro (for 
example Spanish and Japanese (WHITE, 2003):  
 
(1)  a. John believes that he is intelligent10. 
b. *John believes that is intelligent. 
c. Juan cree que es inteligente. 
John believes that is intelligent. 
John believes that (he) is intelligent. 
d. Tanaka-san wa kaisya de itiban da to itte-iru. 
Tanaka-Mr TOP company in best is that saying-is 
Mr Tanaka says that (he) is the best in the company. 
 
Now, null subject languages can overtly express their subject pronouns, but their 
occurrence will depend on some distributional restrictions. In those languages, these 
restrictions regard the pronoun’s antecedent (WHITE, 2003).  First, let us consider some 
examples of English, a non-null-subject language and their referential possibilities: 
 
(2)  [Maryi thinks [that shei will win]] 
(3)  a. [Everyonei thinks [that shei will win]] 
b. [Whoi thinks [that shei will win?]] 
 
In (2), she, the subject of the embedded clause is coindexed with Mary, a referential 
expression, in (3)a and (3)b with a quantifier and wh-phrase, respectively. Pronouns with 
quantifiers as antecedents are called bound variable pronouns and can cause ambiguity. This 
ambiguous interpretation can be seen in (3)a and (3)b, as the subject can be either a particular 
individual, contextually given, or every person can think as themselves as winners. 
Semantically, sentences as the abovementioned can be represented as in the following 
example (CARMINATI, 2002, p. 2): 
 
(4)  Every man thinks he is intelligent. 
    
                                                 
10 Examples from White (2003). 
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= ∀x(man(x)): x thinks x is intelligent. (bound) 
= For every man x, x thinks x is intelligent. 
≠ Every man thinks every man is intelligent. 
     
Ambiguity, on the other hand, does not occur when a pronoun refers to another person 
of the discourse, independently of its antecedent being a quantified expression or not, as 
shown by White (2003): 
 
(5)  a. Janej is a great athlete. [Maryi thinks [that shej will win]]  
b. Janej is a great athlete. [Everyonei thinks [that shej will win]] 
c. Janej is a great athlete. [Whoi thinks [that shej will win?]] 
 
Thus, subject pronouns in English, and other non-null subject languages, can have 
“referential or quantified NPs within the same sentence as antecedents, as well as being 
interpretable with discourse antecedents. In +null subject languages, on the other hand, […] 
overt and null pronouns behave differently in this respect […]” (WHITE, 2003, p. 6). Indeed, 
in those languages, null subjects behave in a similar way as English overt subject pronouns by 
also accepting a referential or a quantified expression as main clause antecedent, as these 
examples from White (2003) show: 
 
(6)  a. [Juani cree [que proi es inteligente]] 
Johni believes that (hei) is intelligent 
b. [Nadiei cree [que proi es inteligente]] 
Nobodyi believes that (hei) is inteligente 
(7)  a. [Tanaka-sani wa [proi kaisya de itiban da to] itte-iru] 
Tanaka-Mri top (hei) company in best is that saying-is 
Mr Tanaka says that (he) is the best in the company. 
b. [Darei ga [proi kuruma o katta to] itta no?] 
Whoi nom (hei) car acc bought that said Q 
Who said that (he) bought a car? 
 
On the other hand, the distribution of overt pronouns in those languages is more 
restricted than null and overt pronouns in null subject languages (WHITE, 2003). Overt 
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pronouns subjects of Spanish or Japanese embedded clauses accept referential antecedents, 
but not quantified expressions or wh-phrases: 
 
(8)  a. Juani cree [que éli es inteligente] 
Johni believes that hei is intelligent 
b. *Nadiei cree [que éli es inteligente] 
Nobodyi believes that hei is intelligent 
(9)  a. Tanaka-sani wa [karei ga kaisya de itiban da to] itte-iru 
Tanaka-Mri top hei nom company in best is that saying-is 
Mr Tanaka is saying that he is the best in the company. 
b. *Darei ga [karei ga kuruma o katta to] itta no? 
Whoi nom hei nom car acc bought that said Q 
Who said that he bought a car? 
 
In sum, as shown below in table 1, overt subject pronouns are restricted regarding 
their antecedents in null subject languages, since they will never accept quantified 
antecedents.  
 
Table 1: Antecedents for embedded subject pronouns 
 [+Null subject] languages [−Null subject] 
languages 
Null pronouns Overt pronouns Overt pronouns 
Referential antecedents Yes Yes Yes 
Quantified antecedents Yes No Yes 
Discourse antecedents Yes Yes Yes 
Source: White (2003, p. 8) 
 
This restriction pattern in null subject languages is intuitively known by native 
speakers although there is no possibility whatsoever of learning this pattern based on the PLD 
input. The conclusion to which one arrives here is that an innate knowledge on subtle 
language architecture is at work in these situations, supporting very strongly the argument for 
the poverty of the stimulus11.  
                                                 
11 We would like to point that the focus of our work is not directly related to null-subjects, but that we used these 
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 Since the inception of language acquisition studies in the Generative Theory, more 
than 60 years ago now, a lot of productive research has been conducted on many languages 
and linguistic phenomena (broadly grouped in three large areas: sentence structure, word 
order and movement, and referential dependencies), however, it would be far above the reach 
of our work to discuss them all, even briefly. 
 
 




In this section, we intend to review various proposals that have emerged within the 
framework of the Generative theory to address Second Language Acquisition (SLA) issues. 
As stated above in section 2.1 related to L1 acquisition, we start from the assumption that 
there is in the speaker an innate ability called the Faculty of Language allowing them to 
acquire their native language (L1) (CHOMSKY, 1981). A question arises when accepting this 
assumption: if the acquisition of L1 is innate and rather natural, why is it so difficult to 
acquire other languages after a certain age? And why are the acquisition process and the 
stable states so different when compared to the uniformity of the L1 acquisition process and 
stable state amongst speakers? If UG functions as a genetic endowment responsible for 
Language Acquisition, would it not be supposed to cope with SLA too? 
These are some questions that guide Generative Second Language Acquisition 
(GSLA) research at which we will look. Differences between L1 and L2 acquisition will be 
addressed, focusing primarily on the acquisition of the latter. We intend to address some 
critical points such as, for example, the nature of the initial state of L2, the access to UG in 
L2, and the role of the L1-L2 transfer. 
As seen in section 2.1, Noam Chomsky’s Generative research program has provided 
very robust evidence supporting the explanatory adequacy related to the logical problem of L1 
Acquisition. A similar learning problem occurs in SLA: How does a speaker of a language 1 
(L1) learn a language 2 (L2) since the input that the speakers find in their surroundings is 
insufficient to develop this knowledge? 
It is noteworthy remembering that the logical problem of L1 acquisition was one of 
the main issues that drove the generative theory: there is a mismatch between what the child 
                                                                                                                                                        




“knows” about the language and the Primary Linguistic Data. By assuming a language 
specific innate component, UG, responsible for language acquisition the theory has solved 
problems that other theories face when trying to explain the logical problem of language 
acquisition12.  
We have selected some important authors13 working in GSLA to explore issues related 
to the field. The works of these authors are based on empirical data related to several 
linguistic phenomena in different languages and their empirical research will be discussed 
when relevant to our purposes. 
An aspect that we would like to highlight is that when we refer to SLA in our work, 
we will be focusing exclusively on adult learners. We will support the view of the Critical 
Period Hypothesis (PENFIELD & ROBERTS, 1959; LENNEBERG, 1967) which argues 
that, due to neuroplasticity, there are maturational constraints for the acquisition of languages, 
either L1, or L2, lasting solely until puberty. Thereupon follows that children raised in 
multilingual environments will not suffer from the same difficulties as adult second language 
learners – as we will see in our section 2.3 on bilingualism. 
One of the issues discussed in SLA has been the Initial State of the speaker’s L2 
grammar. In White’s classic work of 2003, we find a summary of the theories which are 
divided in two main branches: L1 as the initial state or UG as the initial state. 
In the first approach, L1 as the initial state, we find: 1) the Full Transfer, Full Access 
Hypothesis of Schwartz and Sprouse (1994, 1996); 2) the Minimal Trees Hypothesis of 
Vainikka and Young-Scholten (1994, 1996a, b); and 3) Eubank’s Valueless Features 
Hypothesis (1993/1994, 1994, 1996). 
The Full Access, Full Transfer Hypothesis assumes that a copy of the L1 grammar is 
made. The learners restructure the L2 grammar by triggers of their linguistic experience. 
According to this theory, the final state of the speaker’s L2 grammar can differ from the one 
of the L1 speaker. This would be due to L1 properties contaminating the input and leading to 
different analyses than those of L1 speakers. 
                                                 
12 There are, besides the Generative Theory, several other ones: Connectionism, focusing on acquisition based on 
general cognitive capacities of the speakers – like Prince and Smolensky’s Optimality Theory (1993); the 
Sociocultural Model (Vygotsky, 1934) that puts the weight on the learner’s interaction with the social group; 
Piagetian Constructionism (1929); Krashen’s Input Theory (also known as the Monitor Model (1977); 
Tomasello’s Usage-Based Theory (2003); Emergentist approaches, and so forth. In our study, we will only 
approach Language Acquisition as developed in the framework of the Generative Theory (although we will 
briefly discuss the view of some input related issues from emergentist authors in our section on Heritage 
Languages). 
13 Although many others are not discussed: Liceras, Perez-Leroux, Sorace, Tsimpli, Klein, etc. 
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Vainikka and Young-Scholten’s (1994, 1996a, b) Minimal Trees Hypothesis asserts 
that second language learners start from an interlanguage whose initial state contains lexical 
categories (transferred from the L1) but not functional ones. The language acquisition stages 
would consist in an increase of the functional categories, originated in UG and instantiated by 
the L2 input. There would also be a bottom-up construction of these categories: First VP, then 
IP, etc. At the final stage, the learners could reach a L2 grammar as the input would provide 
them the relevant data. 
In figure 2, we provide an example of what would be the representation of the first 
stage of Korean (or Turkish) learners of German (2a), and in (2b) the representation of 
Spanish or Italian speakers. As can be noted, the sentences do not reach beyond the VP, as in 
this first stage there are no higher projections (like IP or CP). The VPs in both representations 
are in accordance with the VP’s headedness in the L1 (WHITE, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of Stage 1, the lexical stage. 
 
Source White (2002, p. 70). 
 
According to Meisel (2011), the Minimal Trees Hypothesis does not seem to stand 
since there is research showing the presence of functional features in early stages of SLA 
(YUAN, 2001; ZOBL & LICERAS 1994).  
The last of the three proposals taking the L1 as starting point, the Valueless Features 
Hypothesis, considers that the initial state is a grammar with lexical and functional categories 
of the L1 but without strength14 in the features. This strength would be acquired during the 
development of the L2 and, in the end, the learners would also be able to reach a native-like 
L2 grammar.  
                                                 
14 An example of weak features can be found in English, where I has weak V-features. Thus, finite verbs remain 
within the VP. Conversely, French I is strong and the verb raises to I to check its features. This has as a result 
that finite verbs raise in French and do not raise in English. 
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Next, two theories are shown considering UG as the L2 initial state: Platzack’s Initial 
Hypothesis of Syntax (1996), and the Full Access, No Transfer Hypothesis from Epstein et al. 
(1996, 1998). 
In both hypotheses, the initial state of the L2 is the same as in the L1: UG. All 
functional categories would be available and the learner would mark them according to the L2 
input. In the final stage, the learners would also be able to reach the L2 grammar and 
deviations would only be due to performance problems. 
 
Figure 3: The Initial State of L2 grammar. 
 
 
We have seen above some proposals on the status of the initial state of SLA and its 
relationship with transfer. Sauter (2002) will focus her research specifically on the aspects of 
the L1-L2 language transfer and the possible access to UG in SLA. She classifies the possible 
combinations of transfer/access in SLA into six categories: 
 
i. No Transfer/No Access: UG is not involved, either directly or indirectly – the 
latter being an access through the L1;  
ii. No Transfer/Full Access: the L1 is not the learner’s initial theory of L2, but it is 
the properties of UG that restrict SLA;  
iii. Partial Transfer/No Access: some L1 properties are transferred and SLA is only 
restricted by the properties of UG that are not transferred;  
iv. Partial Transfer/Full Access: some L1 properties are transferred and UG fully 
constrains the development of L2;  
v. Full Transfer/No Access: all L1 features are used as a basis for the initial L2 
theory, UG only acts via L1;  
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vi. Full Transfer/Full Access: all L1 features are used as a basis for L2 and UG acts 
directly on the L2 development. 
 
Based on the studies she analyzed in her survey, Sauter (2002) concludes that theories 
that advocate for a SLA process without transfer from the L1 would be incorrect since the 
initial L2 stage is very closely related to the L1 grammar. According to Sauter (2002), it is 
manifest that SLA is not a predetermined process: the outcome of the acquisition is not 
uniform, as it is in L1. Thus, theoretic proposals advocating developments and results in L2 
similar to those in L1 would be contrary to the large differences observed between both 
acquisition processes.  
It should be noted that, regarding transfer, Meisel (2011) excludes both the No-
Transfer and the Full-Transfer hypotheses, due to the strength of their predictions, and states 
that Partial Transfer should be the most viable possibility. From the two proposals assuming 
partial L1 transfer, he believes that the Hypothesis of the Valueless Features seems to be the 
most appropriate theoretical proposal, also because of its compatibility with L1 acquisition 
theories. Still, the explanatory models on transfer, despite many studies on the subject, are not 
satisfactory and he states that its nature remains unclear.  
On the other hand, Herschensohn (2000), in her Constructionist Model, proposes a 
union of the L1’s influence and the lexical predominance in L2 initial states: 
“Constructionism holds that functional categories are in principle available (given the 
universal nature of syntax) for the L2er, thanks to their existence in L1. They are, however, 
initially underspecified for L2 […], and have the option of projecting or not [...]” 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, p. 219).  
In Herschensohn’s work (2000), we see some of the changes that the Minimalist 
Program (MP) (CHOMSKY, 1995) implies for how to consider GSLA. It is important to 
mention that although many concepts have changed since the birth of the generative theory, 
these changes should not be seen as an obstacle since the subject of study remains the same: 
“[...] whether certain abstract and complex properties which are underdetermined by the L2 
input manifest themselves in interlanguage grammars [...]” (WHITE, 1998, p. 1).  
Herschensohn (2000) presents the Constructionist Model, in which she adopts the 
MP’s stance of the invariance of syntax. Thus, there would only be differences in the 
morphology and lexicon among languages. SLA, then, would be a three-stages process 
involving morphological and lexical aspects. 
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In the initial state, the L1 feature values remain active. An intermediate stage would be 
characterized by uninterpretable L2 features and a progression toward the interpretation of 
morphological traits. The third and final stage would result in the mastery of the L2 features 
and parameters reconfiguration.  
Herschensohn (2000) presents her own case study (HERSCHENSOHN, 1998) on the 
Verb Raising Parameter in French in order to support her model. This experiment examined 
variability in Anglophone learners of French as a L2, regarding inflection, negation, and 
adverb placement: 
 
The tasks tested for appropriate production of the L2 value as instantiated in 
the order V–neg/A–XP. The frequency adverbs (souvent ‘often’) present the 
parametric alternation English A-V-XP order vs. French V-A-XP), while the 
quality adverbs (bien ‘well’) represent an L1 order that is barely acceptable 
in L2 French, V-XP-A (V-A-XP being favored in French) 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, P. 209).  
 
In both languages, frequency adverbs behave as in (10) and quality adverbs as in (11): 
 
(10) Mary (often) eats (?often) snails (often). 
Marie (*souvent) mange (souvent) des escargots (?souvent). 
(11) Mary (?*well) sets (?*well) the table (well). 
Marie (*bien) met (bien) la table (?*bien). 
 
Table 2: Error data for language acquisition task. 
 
Source: Herschensohn (2000, p. 210). 
 
The research’s results (Table 2) show a high difference between errors in inflection 
(2.5%) and negation (2.7%) on the one hand and the total sum of the values of adverb 
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placement (18.3%)15 on the other. No order errors are recorded in the intermediate groups for 
negation with pas (0% errors), but some errors are with jamais (4.8%) in the low-intermediate 
group (see 12 below). Adverb-Verb placement errors (see 13 below) follow the same pattern 
with a 0.5% error rate for high-intermediates and a 4% rate in the low-intermediate group 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000). 
 
(12) *Nous ne jamais prenons une photo de ta famille. (for prenons jamais). 
we NEG never take-1PL a photo of your family 
We never take a photo of your family. 
(13) *Tu rarement écris une lettre à ta mère. (for écris rarement). 
you rarely write-2SG a letter to your mother 
You rarely write a letter to your mother. 
 
These data would suggest that “most of the intermediates have abandoned the L1 
value because 91% of the students do not use the L1 preverbal order at all” 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, p. 211). Nonetheless, there seems to be a gradual L1-L2 
transition, as adverb placement errors (in 14) indicate that it is not merely a question of 
parameter switching.  
 
(14) *Jean mange des escargots souvent. (for mange souvent). 
John eats-3SG SM snails often eats often 
John often eats snails. 
 
Consequently, Herschensohn (2000), based on the evidence of this research, defends 
the validity of her constructionist model, as its three stages, “L1 transfer, rejection of L1 
values, underspecification and adoption of L2 values” (HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, p. 212) are 
supported: 
 
If the L1 NEG-V and A-V word order is almost negligible in this L2 data, 
the V-XP-A order, at 16.1%, is not, even more so because the high-
intermediates show slightly higher error rates than the low-intermediates. L1 
transfer would predict this order for quality but not frequency adverbs, a 
pattern that is contradicted. Indeed, the frequency adverbs systematically 
show higher error rates than quality adverbs, an indication that L2 adverb 
                                                 




placement is not simply a case of transfer from the L1 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, p. 211). 
 
Likewise, we can find in Yusa (1999) a similar point of view concerning the 
consequences of the MP16 for L2 Acquisition. According to Yusa (1999), the MP leads to a 
strong hypothesis regarding SLA: “Everyone who has acquired a single language has 
internalized the CHL that underlies any other language including the L2 language” (1999, p. 
293). She also states that “under this hypothesis the no-access hypothesis of UG cannot be 
formulated (1999, p. 293).   
Based on a study on “apparent violations of wh-island effects by Japanese learners of 
English” and “assuming that they are using multiple specifiers of CP in English by 
transferring the feature [+multiple] on T in Japanese to [+multiple] on C in English” (1999, p. 
309), she defends the full-access hypothesis and affirms that the difficulties faced by L2 
learners would be related to language-specific functional features from their lexicon of the L1 
and its mismatch with the L2 features.  
This hypothesis would not assure the convergence of the L2 learners on the stable state 
of the target language, since the acquisition of functional categories depends on the CHL which 
would encounter problems in coping with the L2 morphological characteristics (YUSA, 
1999). This would not happen because these characteristics are not features of natural 
languages, but simply because they are different than the ones in the L1. 
Hawkins (2001) also conducts an extensive survey on GSLA research and presents a 
proposal called Modulated Structure Building. Therein, SLA is modulated by L1 and builds 
structures: the L2 functional categories are based on the input of the new language (Figure 4). 
To Hawkins (2001), first, there are lexical projections with structural properties of the 
L1 grammar followed by a second stage of parameters reconfiguration towards the values of 
L2. Functional categories are activated by L2 positive evidence and there is a gradual 




                                                 
16 Recall that in the MP, the language faculty involves a Computational System (CHL) and a lexicon. Basically, to 
form sentences, the CHL selects a set of lexical items (made up of features) and assembles them forming larger 
syntactic objects through an operation called Merge (CHOMSKY, 1995). This set of syntactic objects is then 
derived through Logical Form (LF) until an operation called SPELL-OUT which extracts phonological features 
from the derivation and computes them to Phonological Form (PF). Furthermore, the language faculty interacts, 




Figure 4: Scheme of the Modulated Structure Building Hypothesis. 
a. the L2 initial state consists in principle of lexical projections with the structural 
properties of the L1; 
b. functional projections like I are triggered by positive evidence in the L2; 
c. development proceeds incrementally from local-head complement relations to 
purely formal specifier-head agreement relations; 
d. syntactic properties of the L1 transfer into the L2 grammar (as in ‘full 
transfer/full access’), but only at points of development where the relevant 
property emerges as part of the general sequence of development. 
Source: Hawkins (2001, p. 75). 
 
In the acquisition of English verbal morphology17, for example, L2 learners would 
start without grammatical morphemes. Then they acquire thematic verbs, which project to 
VP; a representation for VP would thus be a first stage. Later, in the second stage, IP is 
represented, (via copula be). In a further step, the representation for I is refined with the 
acquisition of auxilliary be – requiring a VP complement, with V-ing. – a local head-
complement relation. then they acquire a non-local binding relation between I and the tense 
operator outside IP which enables them to represent a present-  to past-tense distinction 
(HAWKINS, 2001).  
Finally, L2 learners acquire the specifier-head relation agreement between I and the 
clause’s subject. In this stage, the L1 only seems to influence the process when a specific 
representation is available in the grammar of the learners. Hence, in the Staubles’ (1984, apud 
HAWKINS, 2001) study 
 
Spanish speakers had an early advantage over the Japanese speaker in 
building IP because Spanish has a copular verb with a similar pattern 
distribution to English be and a late advantage in acquiring a subject-verb 
agreement relation because Spanish marks number and person distinctions in 
I, while Japanese does not (HAWKINS, 2001, p. 67).  
 
 
In concluding this section on SLA, in which we have seen various hypotheses and 
ongoing discussions in the field of GSLA, it seems that a unified proposal cannot really be 
                                                 
17Based on a study on the accuracy profiles of Spanish and Japanese learners of English verbal morphology 
(STAUBLES, 1984, apud HAWKINS, 2001). 
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reached. However, we would like to summarize some points that seem important and upon 
which there happens to be consent.  
In the first place, there seems to be a general consensus on the fact that the initial state 
is the L1 of the speaker (or other grammars) and not a G0 state. Also, apparently, UG serves 
as a model for SLA, at least partially, as L2 learners do not generate “wild” grammars, i.e. 
grammars that violate universal principles. L2 learners also seem to have knowledge of 
abstract L2 properties beyond the input or formal education.  
In White (2003), we find the following conclusions: 1) learners have systematic 
mental representations of the L2 and those are restricted by UG models; 2) On the other hand, 
it is obvious that SLA is very different than L1 acquisition and the final result almost always 
differs from native grammars; 3) It is not easy to make judgments about certain linguistic 
competence issues in L2 due to the difficulty of discerning the difference between them and 
linguistic performance. 
 Again, one fact appears to be undeniable and not contested by the researchers: there 
are obvious differences between the acquisition of L1 and L2 (Figure 5), although both seem 
to be constrained by UG. In SLA, there is a greater influence from aspects such as learners’ 
maturity, the characteristics of the L1, and, in some cases, formal teaching situations and 
explicit corrections – besides being a non-deterministic process, both in relation to the process 
itself, as to the final result. 
 
Figure 5: Similarities and differences of L1 and L2 acquisition. 
 
Source: Henschersohn (2000, p. 189). 
 
Anyhow, the UG driven constraints in L1 are probably still effective in SLA. In terms 
of differences in the acquisition of L1 and L2, for example, Hawkins (2001) considers that if 
there are innate mechanisms for children in L1, “[...] a reasonable research strategy for 
investigating second language acquisition is to assume that the same innate mechanisms 
underlie second language grammar-building” (Hawkins, 2001, p. 10). 
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Herschensohn (2000) also sees SLA as a combination of cognitive and grammatical 
strategies. The active UG constraints reduce the scope of hypotheses available to the L2 
learner, and a major difference between L1 and L2 acquisition would be that the former is UG 
driven, while the latter is only UG constrained and L2 learners must, thus, “resort to 
supplementary learning procedures, instruction and feedback. […] use a coalition of other 
strategies including instruction, error correction and personal learning techniques 
(HERSCHENSOHN, 2000, p 213). 
Likewise, Meisel (2011) states that L2 learners would depend more on other cognitive 
resources and general learning mechanisms: 
 
Importantly, the language acquisition faculty thus designed is put to work in 
first as well as in second language acquisition. The fundamental difference 
between the two acquisition types results from the fact that a subcomponent 
of one of the components of the LMC18, namely parameterized principles of 
UG, becomes inaccessible with increasing age of onset of acquisition as a 
result of neural maturation. All surface properties of the target language can, 
nevertheless, still be acquired. L2 learners can and will then resort to the 
other acquisition mechanisms provided by the LMC, including non-domain-
specific ones. (MEISEL, 2011, p. 254). 
 
Thus, in Meisel’s view (2011, p. 60), the LAD comprises at least these four principles 
and mechanisms: “1. Discovery principles directing learners towards formal properties of 
linguistic expressions. 2. Inductive learning mechanisms, partly domain-specific in nature. 3. 
Invariant principles of UG. 4. Parameter setting […]”. 
In this sense, it is worth theorizing about the balance between UG and statistics, as 
proposed by Yang (2004). To Yang (2004), statistics plays an important role in the acquisition 
of L1, nevertheless restricted by UG. It seems very likely that these statistical aspects, coupled 
with restrictions imposed by UG and other cognitive processes, are a promising field to focus 
on in future GSLS research. Based on the literature, we also believe that the so-called third 
factor (CHOMSKY, 2005) plays a crucial role in SLA and studies on the interfaces of the 
three factors should be promoted to reach more satisfactory results in GSLA research19.  
                                                 
18 The Language Making Capacity: According to Meisel (2011, p. 260) the “[…] innate language faculty […] 
comprises domain specific principles and mechanisms provided by the LAD as well as domain-general problem-
solving capacities”.   
19 According to Chomsky (2005, p. 6), these three factors are: 
1. Genetic endowment, apparently nearly uniform for the species, which interprets part of the environment as 
linguistic experience […]. 
2. Experience, which leads to variation, within a fairly narrow range, as in the case of other subsystems of the 
human capacity and the organism generally. 
3. Principles not specific to the faculty of language. 
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 Nonetheless, for our research, we will adopt Yusa’s hypothesis (1999), defending that 
the main difficulties of the speakers acquiring a L2 are due to divergences between the 
functional features of the L1 and the L2, and Herschensohn’s (2000) which is related to the 
underspecification of the L2 functional features. 
 
 
2.3 BILINGUALISM, MULTILINGUALISM AND HERITAGE LANGUAGE  
 
 
In the previous units of this chapter we have taken a glance at first and second 
language acquisition respectively. Now, we would like to address some different situations, 
namely, contexts in which the child acquires simultaneously two or more languages: 
bilingualism and multilingualism. Then, and more importantly, we will focus on yet another 
setting: the acquisition of Heritage Languages, which are, narrowly speaking, different 






In the former sections, we have explained some facts on L1 and L2 acquisition, 
however, a comprehensive overview on language acquisition studies should also take into 
account bilingual and multilingual contexts as they are not uncommon and can also shed a 
light on the language faculty. Most studies on acquisition are based on monolingual children 
and to know whether there are different mechanisms underlying these learners’ processes and 
outcomes and the ones of those who are exposed to two first languages (2L1) may enhance 
our view on how language acquisition works. 
According to Genesee (2005), two important issues have to be raised when 
approaching bilingual acquisition: “1. Are bilingual children initially monolingual? 2. Is 
bilingual acquisition the same as monolingual acquisition?” (GENESEE, 2005, p. 890). To 
answer these questions, Genesee (2005) designs a set of experiments with a group of ±2 year-
old French/English learning children of Montreal. Each of the children’s parents were 
speakers of one of the two languages and both languages are socially widespread, thus an 
ideal study setting. 
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Regarding the first issue – are bilingual children initially monolingual? – there have 
been proposals arguing that bilingual children do not differentiate between the two languages 
they are exposed to, as seen in Volterra and Taeschner (1978, p. 312, apud GENESEE, 2005, 
p. 891): 
 
In the first stage the child has one lexical system which includes words 
from both languages. […], in this stage the language development of the 
bilingual child seems to be like the language development of the 
monolingual child. […] 
In the second stage, the child distinguishes two different lexicons, but 
applies the same syntactic rules to both languages. 
In the third stage the child speaks two languages differentiated both in 
lexicon and syntax […]. 
 
According to this proposal, it would only be in the third stage that children are actually 
bilingual. To the defendants of this theory, the fact that all bilingual children code-mix would 
indicate that they do not have a mental representation of the two languages, but only of one of 
them. Now, code-mixing is also a very common feature among bilinguals, therefore, it is not a 
robust argument against early bilingualism. If children could use a specific language 
according to the circumstances, to whom they are dialoguing with, it would mean their 
language faculty discerns between the two languages they are acquiring.  
In order to ascertain this, Geneese (2005) tested whether the children of his survey 
used the appropriate language in three different contexts: with their parents (let us remember 
that each parent was a speaker of a different language); with a stranger; and when dealing 
with a communication breakdown. 
Based on the findings of the tests, Genesee’s concludes that there is evidence for a 
bilingual capacity in early stages of the child’s acquisition process, thus refuting the 
hypothesis of the initially monolingual state (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6: Geneese’s conclusions based on the bilingual language discernment tests. 
1. Bilingual children in the 1- and 2-word stages can use their languages 
differentially and appropriately with their parents.  
2. They are also able to adapt their language use in accordance with an 
unfamiliar interlocutor’s language proficiency/preference.  
3. They are able to infer an interlocutor’s intentions concerning the source of 
breakdowns in communication. 




The second essential question which should be dealt with in studies on bilingual 
acquisition refers to whether 2L1 and L1 acquisition differ (Bilingual Acquisition versus 
Monolingual Acquisition). This issue has not only scientific consequences, but also social 
ones since often educators and parents are concerned about the fact that bilingual children 
could suffer a delay in their educational development.  
It has often been asserted that bilinguals would cope with more literacy difficulties 
than unilinguals and parents have been advised to use only one language with their children to 
avoid these problems. Needless to say, these situations are a very sad example of ignorance 
and may often lead to repression, in the same way that in the past hearing-impaired children 
have been restricted in the use of sign languages20. 
To enhance the knowledge on these early language developments between bilingual 
and monolingual children, Geneese (2005) conducted a corpus survey to pin down similarities 
and differences. This study focused on code-mixing, which is precisely considered by many 
prescriptivists as an evidence of deviance or linguistic developmental problems (BHATIA & 
RITCHIE, 1999).  
 Although these authors use the term code-mixing solely for intersentential language 
mixing and define intrasentential language mixing with the term code-switching (see Figure 7 
for their definition), Geneese (2005) uses the term code-mixing for language mixing within 
the same sentence. 
 
Figure 7: Definitions of code-switching and code-mixing. 
a. Code-switching. 
Code-switching refers to the mixing of various linguistic units (morphemes, words, 
phrases, clauses and sentences) primarily from two participating grammatical systems 
within a sentence. In other words, CS is intrasentential and is constrained by 
grammatical principles and may be motivated by social and psychological motivations. 
b. Code-mixing. 
Code-mixing refers to the mixing of various linguistic units (words, phrases, clauses 
and sentences) primarily from two participating grammatical systems across sentence 
boundaries within a speech event. In other words, CM is intersentential and may be 
subject to some discourse principles. It is motivated by social and psychological 
factors. 
Source: Bhatia & Ritchie (1999, p. 244). 
                                                 
20 This scientific obscurantism is even more disappointing when we see that as early as the beginning of the XX° 
century, Ronjat (1913) conducted an extensive study on his own bilingually raised son, reaching the conclusion 
that the child did not suffer from any kind of linguistic or cognitive delay, and that both languages (German and 
French) developed in a parallel way. 
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An example of Spanish-English code-switching would be (15) and of code-mixing 
(16) (VALDÉS-FALLIS, 1978, p. 1 apud BHATIA & RITCHIE,1999, p. 243). 
 
(15)  a. La consulta era eight dollars. 
The office visit was eight dollars. 
(16) Well, I keep starting some. Como por un mes todos los días escribo y ya dejo. …. 
Well, I keep starting some. For about a month I write every thing and then I stop….’ 
 
The definitions for code-mixing and switching given above are not free from 
controversy and some authors consider the separation in two different categories useless while 
others find them important (BHATIA & RITCHIE, 1999). On the other hand, consensus is 
rather unanimous on language mixing in that it is not performed randomly: it follows 
grammar constraints – as most of human language activity. Yet again, the consent disappears 
among the researchers when it comes to define more precisely which kind of morphosyntactic 
constraints operate on this phenomenon. 
Summing up, to conduct his experiment on code-mixing, Genesee used the linguistic 
corpus of a group of “10 French-English bilingual children that were longitudinal in most 
cases, stretching from when the children were as young as 1 year-10 months old until some 
were 3yrs - 8 months of age. The entire corpus consisted of over 10,000 utterances” 
(GENESEE, 2005, p. 898). After identifying the significant utterances, containing mixed 
French and English morphological elements, 429 remained and were subjected to analysis on 
adult morphosyntactic and word order constraints (GENESEE, 2005), following Poplack’s 
model (1980) as theoretical background.  
According to Poplack’s (1980) Equivalence Constraint, if there are points which lack 
equivalence at the surface structure, code-mixing cannot occur. An example thereof would be 
the mixing of French and English object pronouns as they are pre-verbal in the former and 
post-verbal in the latter. From the 429 analyzed utterances, 3 did not comply with the 
Equivalence Constraint, which would seem to indicate that the constraint was active since the 
first children’s utterances. The second constraint searched for was the Free Morpheme 
Constraint, which states that bound inflectional or derivational morphemes block code-
mixing. Infractions against this constraint amounted to 6 utterances, anew, a very low number 
indicating that the constraint is operative. 
The survey’s results seem to confirm, thus, that young children’s code-mixing 
complies with the same constraints as the ones that rule adult bilinguals. Also, they would 
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indicate that there is a simultaneous coordinated activation of both languages grammar and, 
consequently, that the LAD is able to cope without difficulties with two divergent grammars. 
Both studies conducted by Genesee (2005) that we have chosen as an example to 
illustrate bilingual acquisition endorse many other studies on the subject. Overall, bilingual 
children do not seem to have one monolingual system, not even in the earliest stages, from 
which they progress towards bilingualism, but two different language systems functioning 
side by side from the onset.  
In addition, in as much as the L1 and 2L1 acquisition processes are similar regarding 
acquisition rates and sequences, they cannot be considered identical since bilingual children 






As we have introduced bilingual acquisition comparing it with L1 acquisition, we 
would like to also briefly review a case study on multilingual acquisition (DEWAELE, 2000). 
Jean Marc Dewaele is a Belgian linguist, French native speaker, his wife is a Belgian native 
Dutch speaker. Dewaele went to work in the United Kingdom and studied their daughter’s 
trilingual acquisition process through periodic video-recording and a linguistic diary. 
They raised their daughter, Livia, using the one person-one language system and the 
child has had contact with English through the social environment – including at the nursery 
from the age of 2 ½ years old (DEWAELE, 2000). Besides, “From the age of 5 months to 2 
1/2, she went every afternoon to a Pakistani child-minder who spoke English and Urdu with 
the children” (DEWAELE, 2000, p. 41). 
The dominant language at home is Dutch, since it is the language in which both 
parents habitually communicate. The child uses “French, Dutch and English with her dolls 
and repeats the rhymes, songs and phrases heard at the nursery” (DEWAELE, 2000, p. 42). 
Her speech production was simultaneously trilingual, with and without code-mixing. 
                                                 
21 Geneese (2005) cites studies from Döpke (2000), Hulk and van der Linden (1996), Müller (1998), and Yip and 
Matthews (2000) which have found evidence for cross-linguistic transfer in bilingual children. Nonetheless, it 
seems that these occurrences are temporary, limited to certain aspects of the developing grammars and only in 
cases “where there is overlap in the structures of the two languages for the analogous property” (GENEESE, 
2005, p. 900). 
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French/Dutch Code-mixing occurred in some utterances22: 
 
(17) a Papa, papa, Ia bijna tombé (Daddy, daddy, Livia almost fallen) (2;2) 
Daddy, daddy, Livia [almost D] [fall pastpart_F] 
b Fermer deur sinon kou (Close door otherwise cold) (2;2) 
  [Close inf F] [door D] [otherwise F] [cold D] 
 
 Also English-Dutch: 
 
(18) Ik jump eruit (I jump out of it) (2;5) 
  [I D] [jump E] [out of it D] 
 
Or English-French:  
 
(19) La maitresse dit: Can I have something? et alors je dis: honey! (The teacher says: Can 
I have something? and then I say: honey!) (3;3)  
  [The teacher says F]: [Can I have something? E] [and then I say F]: [honey E] 
 
And even English-French-Dutch: 
 
(20) Mimi, what do you préfères, een boterham? (Mimi, what do you prefer, a slice of 
bread?) (2;10).  
  Mimi, [what do you E] [prefer 2sing F], [a slice of bread? D] 
 
Since the beginning of her acquisition process, Livia was aware of metalinguistic 
phenomena, such as the language that is related to a certain person or toy: 
 
(21) Maman petit canard spreken Nederlands. (Mother little duck speak Dutch) (1;9). 




                                                 
22 We will use the letters E for the English parts of the utterances, F for French and D for Dutch. 
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Or morpho-phonological phenomena: 
 
(22) L: En de couteausen op tafel doen. (and put the knifes on the table). 
Mommy: De messen! (the knifes). 
L: Ah ja, couteaux is in het Frans » (oh yeah, « knife » is in French) (2; 10). 
  L: [and the D] [knife sing F] [ s plural D] [on the table put D]. 
Mother: [the knifes D]. 
L: [oh yeah D], [knifes F] [is in French D] 
 
She adapts her code-switching to the person she is communicating with: 
 
(23) Mommy: Ga je papa roepen, het eten is klaar. (Call daddy, food is ready). 
L: Ja maar ik ga het in een andere language zeggen OK? (yes but I’m gonna say it in 
another language OK?). 
 L: Papa, tu viens manger? (Daddy do you come to eat?) (4; 1). 
Mother: [Call daddy, the food is ready D] 
L: [Yes but I’m gonna it in another D] [language E] [say D] OK? 
  L: [Daddy do you come to eat? F] 
 
Her phonotactic sensibility is very high, as shown by corrections of her parents’ 
utterances: 
 
(24) a: Ton English n’est pas bon papa, tu es bête. (Your English is bad daddy, you’re not 
very  clever) (4;3). 
b: Non maman, Catherine (no mommy, Catherine – with English th) (2;4). 
 
She does not seem to have had grammatical problems with the construction of 
utterances, at least, no more than monolingual children do. Dewaele (2000) reports subject 
personal pronoun omission in French (25)a; past participle errors in Dutch (25)b; and the use 
of third person -s in the first person in English (25)c: 
 
(25) a: *Veux pas ça! (for: Je veux pas ça – I don’t want this) (2;5).  
b: *Ik heb gedrinken (for: Ik heb gedronken – I have drunk) (2;11) 




Nevertheless, when reaching the age of four, most of these errors died out and full-
fledged grammars started to emerge, essentially as happens in other acquisition 
circumstances. 
Dewaele’s (2000) case study confirms many other findings from the literature both on 
L1 and 2L1 acquisition, namely that children whenever exposed to one or more languages, 
will grow into the grammar of these languages following a neat progress pattern as, for 
example, babbling, first words and vocabulary growth (GENESEE & NICOLADIS, 2006, p. 
22).  
Seemingly, this is another strong statement advocating for the fact that from the very 
beginning of our lives – allegedly since “immediately after birth, if not already in the womb” 
(GUASTI, 2002, p. 24) – the innate capacity of the human faculty of language is present to 
convey our linguistic development. 
 
 
2.3.3 Heritage Languages 
 
 
Our last section of this chapter on Generative Language Acquisition, we will address 
the issue of Heritage Language. As we have previously shown, there are several forms of 
acquisition, all of them driven by UG, the core of the LAD. A Heritage Language (HL) is, 
broadly speaking, a language spoken by people who grew up in families whose language is 
not the one of the dominant community (indigenous communities, migrants, etc.).  
Heritage Language Speakers (HLS) can be considered a type of bilinguals with the 
difference that their acquisition process of the non-dominant language is interrupted at a given 
age, normally when entering school. As we will expose below, it is often considered that HLS 
suffer from a “deviant” form of final acquisition state. This kind of acquisition, as 
bilingualism does, is another new and promising field broadening Language Acquisition 








2.3.3.1 Defining the field 
 
 
Historically, the term HL originated a few decades ago in the United States and 
Canada due to the increase of their migrants’ population and the challenges they mean for the 
educational system. According to Acosta (2011, p. 132), in the USA, “El término ‘herencia’ 
se lleva manejando en los Estados Unidos desde los años 80 en política lingüística y desde 
los 90 en el campo de la educación y de la enseñanza de idiomas”. HL are typically minority 
languages and are also called ethnic minority languages or community languages 
(MONTRUL, 2012), as in many countries, HL can also refer to the languages spoken by 
indigenous communities (HAYNES, 2010). 
A widely-accepted definition of HLS, only valid in Anglophone countries, of course, 
is found in Valdés: “a bilingual raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken, 
who speaks or merely understands the heritage language, and who is to some degree bilingual 
in English and the heritage language” (Valdés, 2000, p. 1). Another definition can be found in 
Montrul (2012, p. 2): “heritage language speakers are the children of immigrants born in the 
host country or immigrant children who arrived in the host country some time in childhood.” 
Scontras et al. (2015, p. 2) refer to HLS as “unbalanced bilinguals [...] whose home language 
is much less present in their linguistic repertoire than the dominant language of their society”. 
Benmamoun et al. (2013, p. 2) define heritage language speakers as “asymmetrical bilinguals 
who learned language X – the ‘heritage language’ – as an L1 in childhood, but who, as adults, 
are dominant in a different language”.  
Heritage Language Speakers are thus defined by the peculiar character of the language 
acquisition process they undergo. Indeed, if a typical acquisition takes place within a family 
(or community) speaking the same language as the one of the region or state in which they 
live, in the case of HLS we are dealing with an atypical language acquisition situation. To 
Scontras et al. (2015), this offers a unique testbed to study acquisition since in HL acquisition 
we find aspects of atypical acquisition and language attrition, processes which can lead to 
different mental grammars than those of monolinguals and bilinguals. According to Valdés 
(2005), the inclusion of HL in the field of language acquisition studies is also important and 
she proposes the reconceptualization of the SLA area, expanding it to include various types of 
language acquisition, including acquisition of dialects, standard languages, specific registers 
and styles, and written language. 
HL acquisition is hence characterized by exposure to a first language that is spoken 
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only in limited contexts, followed by the acquisition of a second language, which is dominant 
in society. The moment of the growth of the second language largely depends on 
geographical, political, and other external circumstances. There is, however, consensus in the 
literature on the fact that the beginning of schooling is a turning point marking the transition 
between first and second language (see MONTRUL, 2012). Of course, this does not mean that 
the child has had no previous contact with the second language, neither that they should lose 
their first language when they begin attending school, but it is considered that the second 
language will take on an increasingly dominant character which may cause attrition with the 
first language (GUIJARRO-FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015).  
As stated in the Introduction of this dissertation, in Chapter 4 we will show the results 
of our research on language acquisition conducted with Dutch HLS of a Brazilian 
municipality of the state of São Paulo. This community, Holambra, is a typical instance of an 
HL setting: children born in families where a language is spoken (Dutch) that is not the 
dominant language (Brazilian Portuguese) of the macro-environment (wider community and 
neighboring towns, province, state, etc.), neither of society and its representative organisms 
(schools, government, television, radio, etc.). 
 
 
2.3.3.2 Some theoretical issues 
 
 
As HL acquisition is an unusual process and its results are not the same as typical 
acquisition, bilingual or monolingual, it has led some theorists (BENMAMOUN et al. 2013b; 
MONTRUL, 2004, 2008; POLINSKY AND KAGAN, 2007) to assume a “incomplete 
acquisition”. Conversely, this stance has been rebutted by other researchers stating that the 
outcome of HLS is not due to an incomplete acquisition, but is “a contact variety which 
differs from the monolingual variety of origin due to language change” (GUIJARRO-
FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015, p. 241).  
Support for this last position, which currently seems to be the most accepted, is given 
by Guijarro-Fuentes et al. (in press) with a study on the acceptability, interpretation, and use 
of Differential Object Marking (DOM) in a group of “English-Spanish and German-Spanish 
bilinguals, living as heritage speakers in Great Britain and Germany” (GUIJARRO-
FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015, p. 241).  
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DOM, according to Torrego (1998, p. 1), is a case of “objects morphologically marked 
by the dative preposition in Romance languages, especially in several dialects of Spanish, 
with consideration of similar phenomena in other languages”. 
 
Figure 8: Examples of Differential Object Marking (DOM). 
 
Source: Guijarro-Fuentes & Schmitz, (2015, p. 245). 
 
Firstly, based on former studies on monolingual and bilingual Spanish speaking 
children, the authors state that there is a language change in progress related to semantic 
aspects of animacy (GUIJARRO-FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015). The results of the English-
Spanish HLS show that these speakers have the same pattern found in the L1 monolingual 
Spanish ones. 
The results of the German-Spanish HLS based on spontaneous speech data showed 
that “the HS do not exhibit evidence for incomplete acquisition which would yield the 
absence of DOM but a higher degree of variation and inaccuracy in the mastery of DOM than 
the other two groups” (GUIJARRO-FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015, p. 246). 
 Attrition is also a much-mentioned condition in HLS. To Seliger (1996, p. 616), 
attrition is “the temporary or permanent loss of language ability as reflected in a speaker’s 
performance or in his or her inability to make grammaticality judgments that would be 
consistent with native speaker monolinguals of the same age and stage of language 
development”.  
Montrul (2008, p. 21) considers attrition as “the loss of a given property y of the 
language after property y was mastered with native-speaker level of accuracy and remained 
stable for a while, as in adults”. 
The difference between incomplete acquisition and attrition is that the latter implies 
that a full grammar is attained (as in L1 acquisition) and is posteriorly lost because the 
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language in question is not used. Albeit the term was coined meant for the loss of linguistic 
capacities of L1 speakers, it also appears to be an occurring phenomenon in HLS since they 
use less the minority language.  
 Another issue in HL research we would like to address is the role of the input. To 
O’Grady et al. (2011, p. 23)23: 
 
In the typical case, heritage learners receive ample exposure to the home 
language early in life, only to have that exposure end or undergo a dramatic 
reduction within a matter of years—often at the point where formal 
schooling begins. It is by now well established that children in this situation 
manifest linguistic deficiencies in the heritage language in a wide range of 
areas. 
 
To analyze the consequences of this irregular input, the authors first look at the role of 
the input in L1 acquisition. They introduce the Input Strength Hypothesis (first version), 
stating that: 
 
(26) “The most frequently encountered forms are acquired first and are the most accessible 
for language use throughout life” (O’GRADY et al., 2011, p. 24). 
 
Nevertheless, although this seems to be true for the acquisition of frequently heard 
new words, syntactic patterns (SVO sentences, for example) and inflection (tense forms), 
some very frequent words, like the articles the or a, are acquired later than other morphemes 
that occur with less frequency (progressive -ing, plural suffix -s, possessive -’s, and various 
irregular past tenses) (BROWN, 1973 apud O’GRADY et al., 2011). 
Consequently, they argue that a crucial point in language acquisition is not only the 
frequency of a linguistic item’s presence that matters but also the frequency of the relation 
between form and meaning, reformulating the Input Strength Hypothesis:   
 
(27) “The most frequently instantiated form–meaning mappings are acquired first and are 
the most accessible for language use throughout life”. (O’GRADY et al., 2011, p. 25) 
 
To the learner, identifying these mappings in the input is dependent on audibility of 
                                                 
23 Although O Grady et al. adopt an emergentist point of view – that is, they do not consider the Faculty of 
Language domain specific, as we do, but more as a general cognitive process emerging from the interaction of 
biological pressures and the environment –  we will expose their rationale on input as it is interesting for the sake 
of the discussion on the external factors which play a role in HL acquisition. 
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the form and discernibility of the meaning and this does not seem to be an obvious task 
regarding the identification of grammatical morphemes (O’GRADY et al., 2011).  
Formally grammatical morphemes are difficultly identifiable on acoustic input only. 
(e.g., Ellis, 2006, p.171).  
O’Grady et al., (2011, p. 25) report on a Herron and Bates’ experiment (1997) in 
which adult L1 English speakers had to identify  
 
semi-homophonous function words and content words (the pronoun I and the 
noun eye, the auxiliary verb will and the noun will, and so on) that had been 
spliced into various contexts—some neutral, some appropriate for just the 
content word, and some appropriate for just the function word. Participants 
were unable to correctly recognize the word out of its normal context as 
much as half the time.  
 
Semantically speaking, grammatical morphemes functions are not always clear, as is 
the case with definite articles. A problem with definite articles is that their learnability is 
related to definiteness and specificity and, since the difference between these is very subtle 
and definite articles can in some cases be specific, this can cause a lack of “transparent 
mappings between form and meaning for grammatical morphemes” (O’GRADY et al., 2011, 
p. 26)24.  
To Ionin, Zubizaretta and Maldonado (2008, apud O’GRADY, 2011), definiteness and 
specificity are the two relevant factors in article systems and they are defined as follows:  
 
(28) Definiteness: “whether prior discourse, world knowledge, and so on establish the 
existence and uniqueness of the referent for the hearer as well as the speaker” (p. 25). 
 
(29) Specificity: “whether the speaker has in mind a particular referent, which has some 
property that makes it noteworthy from his/her point of view” (p.25). 
 
This contrast is very subtle, as the intention of the speakers is not always transparent. 
There is also a complication, since definite articles can have a specific reading as noted by 
Ionin, Zubizarreta, & Maldonado (2008, apud O’GRADY, 2010, p. 25): “I want to talk to the 
owner of this store—she is my neighbor, and I have an urgent message for her”.  
In this case, there is no way of knowing if the Definite Article (the) is used to establish 
                                                 
24 The discussion on articles, their relationship with definiteness, genericity and other phenomena will be 
expanded in the next chapter. 
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definiteness, with an existential reading provided from previous world experience, where 
generally a store has one owner, or a specific reading in which the reference addresses a 
precise person with a significant quality, being a neighbor who needs to receive a message. 
These situations can trigger ambiguity, causing a divergence of the mapping between form 
and meaning of the Definite Article (O’GRADY, 2010). 
Now, if these mapping conditions are already complex in regular acquisition in which 
a child receives a serious amount of L1 PLD, there appears to be no doubt that HLS receiving 
scarce input in terms of quantity will have their language development affected. It is 
noteworthy that when talking about an affected acquisition, we are not stating that this means 
an incomplete acquisition – as we exposed above – but possibly that the system will 
reorganize itself, following UG principles, and a new type of grammar will arise, but never an 






In this chapter, we have presented a brief overview of some aspects of GSLA research. 
The field’s expansion has occurred gradually: first, at the base of it all, studies on L1 
acquisition; second, the development of SLA research; third, and still not consolidated, the 
studies on Bilingualism and (very incipiently) Multilingualism; and, finally, Heritage 
Language Studies.  
Hopefully these areas will become more and more intertwined and give rise to a better 
understanding of the architecture that is subjacent to human language and the sophisticated 
process of its acquisition.  
In order to pursue our research, we will adopt the following assumptions: 
 
1. The Faculty of Language is innate and responsible for Language Acquisition; 
2. Universal Grammar is the initial state of an infant’s L1; 
3. The initial state of the L2 is the L1; 
4. UG is active in the L2, though restrained due to initially underspecified 
morphological features of the L1 lexicon; 
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5. In adult SLA, aspects related to factors outside the narrow Language Faculty 
play a more relevant role than in L1 acquisition (statistical operations, 
cognitive processes, etc.). 
 
We will follow, mainly, the proposals of Meisel (2011), Herschensohn (2000), Yusa 
(1999) and, specifically for Heritage Language Acquisition, Montrul (2008, 2016). Our main 
hypothesis regarding the Heritage Language Speakers of our research is that they will suffer 
language attrition due to the influence of Brazilian Portuguese (SELIGER, 1996; 





3 DUTCH AND BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE DETERMINER PHRASES 
 
 
 In this chapter, we will present some syntactic and semantic aspects of the functional 
category Determiner (D), and its projection, the Determiner Phrase (DP), in Dutch and 
Brazilian Portuguese, focusing especially on the circumstances in which both languages allow 
Bare Nouns, specifically in generic contexts. In section 3, we will talk briefly about 
Determiners and DPs, and in sections 4 and 5 we will compare Brazilian Portuguese and 
Dutch DPs, respectively, focusing on the behavior of bare singular count nouns in generic 
contexts. 
Overall, we will work within the transformational generative grammar framework 
(CHOMSKY, 1995; a.o.). 
 
 
3.1 THE DETERMINER PHRASE 
 
  
It is widely accepted in mainstream Generative Grammar, since ABNEY, 1987, that 
the D is the head of a functional category and not the specifier of a Nominal Phrase (Figure 
9). Also, the projection from N to D is considered tantamount to the functional projection that 
occurs from V to I in the verbal domain (ABNEY, 1987; LONGOBARDI, 2001; 
ALEXIADOU et al., 2007). 
 
Figure 9: The DP structure. 
 




Abney (1987) came upon the category by looking at the structure of the “poss-ing 
gerundive construction”, as in (1), and perceiving it behaved as a Noun Phrase. Comparing 
data from English, Hungarian, Yup’ik and Turkish, he concluded that there ought to be a 
covert element in the NP that has agreement characteristics. 
 
(1) John’s building a spaceship 
 
Since then, Abneys’ DP hypothesis has originated many studies in Generative 
Grammar, like for example, Boškovic (1994), Cinque (1994), Zamparelli (1995), van 
Riemsdijk (1998), and Longobardi (1994, 2001), among many others, focusing on aspects of 
agreement and intern layers of the DP, its syntax and semantics. A formal representation of 
the DP according to Longobardi (1994) and the number and gender phi features it projects can 
be seen in (2). 
 
(2) [DP D [AgrP Agr [NumP Num [NP N]]]] 
 
 An important aspect and justification of the DP hypothesis is the relation of D with 
semantic reference. According to Longobardi (2001, p. 581), “[…] determiners seem to 
typically establish the definite/indefinite interpretation of the nominal and to often select 
between a mass or count reading of morphologically head nouns”. 
Another proposal, by Chierchia (1998), involves the creation of a typology regarding 
the possibilities of what NPs denote across languages:  
 
It is proposed that languages may vary in what they let their NPs denote. 
In some languages (like Chinese), NPs are argumental (names of kinds) 
and can thus occur freely without determiner in argument position; in 
others they are predicates (Romance), and this prevents NPs from 
occurring as arguments, unless the category D(eterminer) is projected. 
Finally, there are languages (like Germanic or Slavic) which allow both 
predicative and argumental NPs; these languages, being the ‘union’ of the 
previous two types, are expected to behave like Romance for certain 
aspects of their nominal system (the singular count portion) and like 




Here, we will not discuss Chinese-type languages but deal with the Romance-
Germanic opposition of BP and Dutch. 
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Since our main research is related to Language Acquisition, we ought to outline that 
we will refer to Article Omission as those cases in which the speaker of a specific language 
does not use an article in contexts where its absence is not accepted by the adult grammar of 
the native speakers. 
Thus, a sentence like (3)a will not be considered a situation of Article Omission, since 
the use of the article does not affect the grammaticality of the sentence, as evidenced by (3)b. 
(3)c, on the other hand, is ungrammatical in English and would be considered a case of 
Article Omission. 
 
(3) a I bought milk yesterday. 
b I bought the milk yesterday 
c *I saw teacher yesterday. 
 
By the examples in (3), it can be perceived that there are differences between count 
and non-count nouns (mass nouns). Typically, count nouns refer to objects: entities that can 
be counted (4)a. This entails that they can take the definite singular article, numerals, or the 
quantifier some which denotes an indefinite number. Mass nouns (4)b, on the other hand, 
cannot be counted, and do not take plural. This distinction does not occur in all languages; it 
is basically a way of quantifying, morphosyntactic expressions. 
 
(4) a. A dog, three tables, some books. 
b. gold, furniture, information. 
 
The focus of our research will be the presence or omission of articles in generic 
sentences with singular count nouns. Thus, we will review the contexts in which the absence 
of the article is licit in the discussed languages. 
 
 
3.2 SOME ASPECTS OF DUTCH ARTICLES 
 
 
 In the following section, we will present some aspects on Dutch articles regarding 
their semantic and distributional properties. We will specially focus on the contexts in which 
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article omission is (not) allowed before count nouns with a generic reading, comparing those 
contexts with the ones in Brazilian Portuguese. 
Typologically, there are two differences we should mention before discussing the 
aspects related to presence or omission of the article: the existence of the negative article geen 
in Dutch (see examples in Table 3 below), which, although very interesting from a linguistic 
point of view, is outside the scope of our study since it has no counterpart in Brazilian 
Portuguese.  
The second phenomenon to be noted is the absence of gender and number morphology 
for Dutch articles25. Basically, the article de, as the English “the”, operates as the only definite 
article for both genders: de man/de vrouw (the man/the woman). On the other hand, there is a 
neuter gender noun with which the article het is used: het meisje (the girl).  
 
Table 3: Dutch articles 
 COUNT NOUNS NON-COUNT 














































Source: Broekhuis & Keizer, 2012, p. 678. 
 
Thus, since none of these differences influences the semantics of the nouns, they will 
not be taken into account as a significant opposition element between BP and Dutch. A full 
classification of the Dutch articles – the two definite articles, de and het, the indefinite article, 
een, and the negative geen – can be seen above in Table 3. 
                                                 
25 Although they are sensitive to gender and number, as we will see below. 
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Dutch definite articles are gender and number sensitive. The definite de occurs with 
singular non-neuter and plural nouns and the definite het with singular neuter nouns. Both are 
used with count and non-count nouns (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012): 
 
(5) De jongen (the boy) 
De rijst (the rice) 
Het meisje (the girl) 
Het goud (the gold) 
 
Indefinite een is number sensitive and only appears before singular count nouns. This 
article does not bear gender distinctive qualities and will only be used with non-neuter and 
neuter countable nouns (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012; HULK & CORNIPS, 2006; 
ORGASSA, 2009; ZWART, 1997, among others): 
 
(6) Een jongen (a boy) 
Een meisje (a girl) 
* Een rijst (a rice) 
*Een geld (a money) 
 
The existence of an empty plural/non-count counterpart for this article is proposed 
(“∅” in the table), since “both een and ∅ have a negative counterpart, which is geen ‘no’ in 
both cases” (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 678): 
 
(7) Geen rijst (no rice) 
Geen goud (no gold) 
 
As in other languages, in Dutch the NP “denotes the set of entities that have the 
properties of being a car and being blue” whereas the definite Determiner “expresses that the 
denotation set of the NP blauwe auto ‘blue car’ contains exactly one entity and that it is this 
entity that the speaker refers to” (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 676). The structure of 
the Dutch DP is as follows26:  
                                                 
26 In this work, we will not discuss the position of adjectives in the DP, as it out of the scope of our research. We 





(8)  a. de blauwe auto 
the blue car 
b. [DP [D de] [NP blauwe auto]] 
 
 
3.2.1 Definite and indefinite noun phrases 
 
 
Definiteness and indefiniteness27 are related to the knowledge that the interlocutors 
have about the subject they are talking about. Hence a Definite term is one which they are all 
familiar with, it is clearly identifiable (GUILLEMIN, 2011). The definite articles de and het 
are the paradigmatic elements meant to express this familiarity in Dutch.  
Semantically, the definite articles de and het typically refer to a specific entity and, in 
these cases, there is a common knowledge of the entity, it is, thus, discourse linked: 
 
(9)  a. De kat is ziek. 
the cat is ill 
b. Het boek is gisteren verzonden. 
the book has.been yesterday sent 
‘The book was sent yesterday.’ 
 
Plural noun phrases will follow the same rationale with the difference that de will refer 
to a set of entities: 
 
(10) a. De katten zijn ziek. 
the cats are ill 
b. De boeken zijn gisteren verzonden. 
the books have been yesterday sent 
The books have been sent yesterday. 
 
                                                 
27As a semantic/pragmatic property (uniqueness, identifiability). 
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In Standard Dutch, the sentences in (10) do not accept a generic reading (*all cats, *all 
books)28. There are, however, as showed by Oosterhof (2008), Dutch dialectal variations in 
which the speakers accept these generic readings29:  
 
(11) (%De) bevers bouwen dammen. 
the beavers build dams 
‘Beavers build dams.’ (OOSTERHOF, 2008, p. 243) 
 
According to Oosterhof (2008), this would imply that bare arguments in some Dutch 
varieties do not receive a uniform reading and are interpreted as “NPs without determiners, in 
other varieties bare arguments are DPs introduced by empty determiners” (OOSTERHOF, 
2008, p. 243). This variation, however, is not found in Standard Dutch, in which definite noun 
phrases are discourse linked, also when headed by non-count nouns: 
 
(12) De wijn staat in de keuken  
            ‘The wine is in the kitchen’ 
 
 Indefinite noun phrases are normally used to introduce new objects in the D domain 
that are not known by the interlocutor(s). An indefinite subject noun phrase frequently occurs 
as an expletive sentence: 
 
(13) Er ligt een lijk in de tuin.  
There is a corpse is lying in the garden. 
             ‘There lies a corpse in the garden’ 
 
Indefinite noun phrases can also be felicitously used in cases of lack of relevance, 
when the speaker does not need to be very specific: 
 
(14) Ik heb een boek uit je kast gehaald. 
I have a book out of your bookcase taken 
I have taken a book from your shelves. 
 
                                                 
28 That is, definite plurals must denote specific sets of entities. 
29 Oosterhof (2008) also gives German examples of the same phenomenon which we will not discuss. 
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Thus, indefinite noun phrases do not only contain objects part of domain D but contain 
“all entities that satisfy the description of the NP, and the referent of the noun phrase therefore 
need not be identifiable for the speaker and the hearer. In this sense, indefinite noun phrases 
are typically non-D-linked” 30 (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 686).  
This is also true for indefinite noun phrases headed by non-count nouns31:  
 
(15) Er staat wijn in de keuken   
There is wine in the kitchen 
 
Similarly, there are some restrictions on indefinite noun phrases in special cases when 
new entities can be introduced by using a definite noun phrase: common knowledge, 
semantically implied entities, inferable entities, invited inferences32. The fact to remind is that 
new entities are not always introduced in the D domain using an indefinite noun phrase, but 




3.2.2 On specificity and non-specificity 
 
 
To Guillemin (2011), we use non-specific nouns to denote and specific ones to refer:  
 
(16) a. A/the bird sings. (Non-specific) 
        b. A/the bird sang. (Specific) 
 
(16a) is a generic assertion, stating a universal property about all birds, while (16b) 
declares that there is a specific bird, in a specific context, that sang. According to Enç (1991, 
p. 9): 
 
Definiteness and specificity of NPs are clearly related phenomena. Both 
definites and specifics require that their discourse referents be linked to 
previously established discourse referents, and both indefinites and non-
specifics require that their discourse referents not be linked to previously 
                                                 
30 D-linked: Discourse linked, as posited by Pesetsky (1987). 
31 Which are bare nouns, that is, they can't take the indefinite article. 
32 We refer the reader to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012) for a detailed explanation. 
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established discourse referents. What distinguishes these notions is the 
nature of the linking. The linking relevant for definite NPs is the identity 
relation.  
 
Thus, to Enç (1991), specificity supposes a weaker referential relation than 
definiteness.  
 Indefinite noun phrases can be used to introduce new objects in the D domain or when 
a certain vagueness in the discourse is allowed (see above, example 21: Ik heb een boek uit je 
kast gehaald/I have taken a book from your shelves). Likewise, indefinite noun phrases can 
have two interpretations, one with a specific reading, in which the item is identifiable, and 
another in which the item has a certain property.  
The examples in (16), also work for Dutch, een vogel, “a bird” can have a specific 
reading, when it refers to an identifiable bird, or a nonspecific one referring to an object with 
the property of being a bird. Often, these different readings are not very clear.  In (17), if the 
speaker knows which bird Jan bought, the sentence will have a specific reading, although the 
hearer possibly does not have this knowledge. If, conversely, the speaker does not know 
which bird Jan bought, them the utterance is nonspecific: 
 
(17) Jan heft verleden week een vogel gekocht. 
Jan has past week a bird bought 
Jan has bought a bird last week  
 
To clarify these interpretations, contextually information is necessary. An example 
thereof is the use of a universal quantifier, like “always”: 
 
(18) Er zingt altijd een vogel in de hof. 
there sings always a bird in the garden  
There is always a bird singing in the garden. 
 
In this case a nonspecific reading would mean that there is always a bird singing, but 
not necessarily the same one. A specific reading means that it is always the same bird that is 
singing. According to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012), these differences (specific and nonspecific) 
are explained in terms of the scope that the indefinite article (seen as an existential operator) 
can take over a modal or universal operator. Specific readings occur with the indefinite 
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article’s scope over the other operator (19a); and nonspecific ones when the indefinite article 
falls within the scope of the other operator (19b): 
 
(19) a. ∃x (bird (x) & Jan wants to buy x next week) 
a′. ∃x (bird (x) & ∀t (x is singing in the garden at time t)) 
b. Jan wants: ∃x (bird (x) & Jan buy x next week) 
b′. ∀t ∃x (bird (x) & x is singing in the garden at time t) 
 
Other authors (HORNSTEIN, 1984 apud BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 690) 
claim that this difference “is not related to the scope taking properties of the existential 
quantifier but to the nature of the noun phrase itself”. To these authors, a nonspecific noun 
phrase acts as an existential quantifier in the scope of the modal/universal operator, and a 
specific, conversely, as a constant. Thus, “a specific indefinite noun phrase like een paard 
actually behaves on a par with a noun phrase like een zeker paard ‘a certain horse’” 






As we have seen above, noun phrases are generally used to refer to entities in the D 
domain. Another possible use of noun phrases is the denotation of genericity. Generic 
sentences state universal properties of the subject. 
The examples in (20)a, b and c express a general property which is assumed to possess 
a truth-value in the real world. So, these sentences affirm that, broadly speaking, all cows 
produce milk33.  
(20)a can be read with a generic meaning: /For all cows, if x is a cow, then x produces 
milk/. In Dutch (20)b can have two readings: the generic one and a referent reading in which 




                                                 
33 But we will see in our discussion on generic readings with indefinite articles that there is a scale of 
acceptability depending on the NP. 
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(20)  a. Koeien geven melk. 
Cows produce milk 
b. Een koe geeft melk. 
a cow produces milk 
c. De koe geeft melk. 
the cow produces milk  
 
Genericity is a property of the entire sentence, not only of the noun phrase, and has, 
consequently, some distinctive properties – like a preferential use of the present tense. We 
will, nevertheless, mainly focus on the noun phrase’s properties, discussing genericity and 
limiting our boundaries to the realm of count nouns. 
As seen in (20), Dutch count nouns can express genericity in three contexts: with a 
singular noun, preceded by a definite or indefinite article, and with bare plural nouns34. Next, 
we will narrow our scope, taking a look at these contexts. 
 
 
3.2.3.1 Generic readings with definite articles 
 
 
First, we will consider singular noun phrases preceded by definite articles, then plural 
ones, in order to deepen our discussion on genericity in definite noun phrases.  
Genericity in singular definite noun phrases depends highly on their pragmatic 
content. (21), for example, does not have a generic reading as it would not be probable that 
the characteristics of being caged could apply to all the specimens of the Zebra class.  
 
(21)  a. De zebra zit in een KOOI. [specific]35 
the zebra sits in a cage 
 
In (22), on the other hand, it is possible to give the NP either a specific or generic 
reading. The property of having stripes can apply to a particular zebra since it is part of the set 
of the members of the species, as for example the caged zebra of (28), or to the entire class of 
                                                 
34 Although Oosterhof, 2008, reports on some Dutch varieties accepting plural count nouns anteceded by the 
definite article with a generic interpretation, as we already mentioned above. 
35 This example and the next ones are from Broekhuis & Keizer, 2012. 
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zebras. According to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012), an element enabling the speaker to perceive 
differences will be the locus of the accent. Referential readings of the noun phrase will have a 
main accent on the adjective, while the generic reading will have its main accent on the noun 
phrase: 
 
(22)  a. De ZEbra is gestreept. [generic] 
the zebra is striped 
 
Still according to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012), context is not the only element 
determining a generic reading of a singular definite noun phrase. The examples in (23) could 
theoretically be read with a generic meaning but, due to an unclear reason they are only 
accepted with a referential reading, while their plural counterparts in (23’) are perfectly sound 
as generic utterances. 
 
(23) a. #Het meisje is intelligent. ‘the girl is intelligent’  
b. #Het boek is duur. ‘the book is expensive’ 
c. #De braadpan is zwaar. ‘the frying pan is heavy’ 
(23’) a. Meisjes zijn intelligent. ‘girls are intelligent’ 
b. Boeken zijn duur. ‘books are expensive’ 
c. Braadpannen zijn zwaar. ‘frying pans are heavy’ 
 
To Broekhuis & Keizer (2012, p. 695), it could be argued that in these cases  
 
Whereas the noun vrouw ‘woman’ or zebra easily evokes a prototype, nouns 
like meisje ‘girl’, boek ‘book’ or braadpan ‘frying pan’ do not. Perhaps this 
suggestion can be supported by the fact that a prototypical reading can be 
evoked provided that the context provides sufficient clues that such a reading 
is intended36.  
 
This can be seen through the sentences in (31) in which generic readings are possible 
since the syntactic context allows comparison of the involved NPs (BROEKHUIS & 
KEIZER, 2012). Nonetheless, these authors state that most speakers prefer using indefinite 
noun phrases (24’) instead of singular definites. 
 
                                                 
36 Although some authors assume that generic sentences are only possible with “well-established species”, as we 
will see below. 
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(24)  a. Het meisje is op die leeftijd volwassener dan de jongen. 
the girl is at that age more mature than the boy 
b. Het meisje uit de polder is volwassener dan het meisje uit de stad. 
the girl from the polder is more mature than the girl from the city 
(24’) a’. Meisjes zijn op die leeftijd volwassener dan jongens. 
girls are at that age more mature than boys 
b’. Meisjes uit de polder zijn volwassener dan meisjes uit de stad. 
girls from the polder are more mature than girls from the city 
 
So, why is a generic reading possible in (24) and not in (23)? Visibly, the use of 
modifiers – AdvP in (24a) and PP in (24b) – plays a part in these interpretations creating an 
appropriate context. This is also the case in (25) as the modifier gebonden seems to facilitate a  
 
prototypical reading […] available due to the fact that it divides the superset 
of books into two subsets, so that we can compare the prototypical members 
of these subsets: the prototypical member of the set of bound books is 
unaffordable, in contrast to the prototypical member of the set of paperbacks 
or pocket books (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 696). 
 
(25)  a. *?Het boek is tegenwoordig onbetaalbaar. 
the book is nowadays unaffordable 
b. Het gebonden boek is tegenwoordig onbetaalbaar. 
the bound book is nowadays unaffordable 
 
As it had already been pointed for other languages by Carlson (1977) and Krifka et al. 
(1995), sentences with definite singulars referring to more general classes like “the mammal” 
sound less natural than definite singulars used with well-established species, like “the zebra” 












Figure 10: Example of a taxonomic hierarchy 
 
Source: Krifka et al. (1995, p. 76). 
 
Thus, generic readings of definite noun phrases in Dutch would also be related to the 
level of the class: higher classes tend not to be expressed using a definite article in the 
utterance, as can be seen by the examples in (26) in which the definite article is less preferred 
to express genericity than the other possibilities. 
 
(26)  a. %Het zoogdier is warmbloedig. 
the mammal is warm.blooded 
b. Een zoogdier is warmbloedig. 
a mammal is warm.blooded 
c. Zoogdieren zijn warmbloedig. 
mammals are warm.blooded 
 
In sum, it appears that the choice between referential reading and generic readings in 
singular definite noun phrases is not purely syntactic, but regards the speakers’ interpretation, 
also influenced by extra-linguistic factors. 
The case of genericity in Dutch plural definite noun phrases is the next item we will 
explore. According to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012), Standard Dutch does not allow generic 
readings in sentences like (27a). We have already mentioned, though, that some varieties 
accept these readings37. 
                                                 
37 And, we are not talking here about Dutch sentences in which adjuncts allow these kind of generic readings: 




(27)  a. #De zebra’s zijn gestreept. 
the zebras are striped 
b. De grote katten zijn gevaarlijke roofdieren. 
the big cats are dangerous predators 
 
(27b), on the other hand, is acceptable because “[…] the NP grote kat ‘big cat’ may be 
used as the name of the superset containing the subsets of cats denoted by the nouns leeuw 
‘lion’, tijger ‘tiger’, etc. In other words, the noun phrase de grote katten does not refer to one, 
but to several species of animals, hence its plural form” (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, p. 
697). 
 In sum, it seems that plural definite noun phrases can only be used as generics if they 
denote a set of entities which can be divided into other subclasses or species38. 
To conclude this section, we need to mention briefly the possibility of generic 
readings with nationality names. Although we have seen the restrictions on the use of generics 
with definite plurals in Dutch, this language allows these kinds of readings with nationality 
nouns or the ones referring to groups or organizations:  
 
(28)  a. De Nederlander is onverdraagzaam. 
the Dutchman is intolerant 
b. De Nederlanders zijn onverdraagzaam. 
the Dutchmen are intolerant 
(29)  a. Een kapitalist denkt alleen aan zijn eigen belangen. 
a capitalist thinks only of his own interests 
b. Kapitalisten denken alleen aan hun eigen belangen. 
capitalists think only of their own interests39 
                                                                                                                                                        
outside the mating season live the polar bears solitary 
Outside the mating season, polar bears live a solitary life. 
38 There are some exceptions upon which we will not focus, such as, for example, the use of restrictive alleen 
(only): 
(ii)  Er zijn vele soorten wilde paarden, maar alleen de zebra’s zijn gestreept. 
there are many kinds of wild horses but only the zebras are striped 
or the addition of a PP-modifier: 
(iii)  Katten hebben een slechte reputatie, maar 
cats have a bad reputation but 
de katten met witte voetjes brengen geluk. 
the cats with white paws bring luck 
39 Even though the distribution is wider in these cases, it still can be observed that Bare Singular Nouns are not 
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3.2.3.2 Generic readings with indefinite articles 
 
 
We have seen in the previous section that indefinite noun phrases can also hold a 
generic reading. Nevertheless, according to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012, p. 699), 
 
They differ from definite noun phrases in that they do not refer to a 
prototypical member of the set denoted by the noun. When the indefinite 
noun phrase is singular it refers to a typical member, and when it is plural it 
refers to typical members of the set denoted by the noun. In a sense, 
indefinite generic noun phrases “quantify” over the individuals in the set 
denoted by the noun; they express a categorical statement of the type “all N 
...”.  
 
Let us thus take a quick look at the differences between generic and non-generic 
indefinite noun phrases without widening our discussion too much. Normally, there are no 
indefinite DPs headed by indefinite articles in subject position, while generic DPs must 
absolutely hold this syntactic position, as can be seen in (30).  
 
(30)  a Er zwemt een vis in het water. [non-generic] 
there swims a fish[SG] in the water 
a′. Er zwemmen vissen in het water. [non-generic] 
there swim fish[PL] in the water 
b. Een vis zwemt in het water. [generic] 
a fishsg swims in the water 
b′. Vissen zwemmen in het water. [generic] 
fishpl swim in the water 
 
Nonetheless, Broekhuis & Keizer (2012) show constructions as (37) which do have a 
generic reading but seem to behave differently from the examples above. 
 
(31) a. Een goed mes is onmisbaar voor dit (soort) werk. 
a good knife is indispensable for this kind.of work  
b. Goede messen zijn onmisbaar voor dit (soort) werk. 
good knives are indispensable for this kind.of work 




This would be due to the kind of statement conveyed in this type of sentences which 
do not proclaim a categorical quality of the NP, in this case goed mes, good knife, but a 
generic activity of the NP dit soort werk, this kind of work. Consequently, to categorize (37) 
as non-generic it should be stated that indefinite noun phrases introduced by een or ∅ can only 
occupy the canonic subject position in generic clauses (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012). 
As for the differences between singular and plural generic indefinite noun phrases, 
according to Broekhuis & Keizer (2012) they would not be synonymous. As they show with 
the primed sentences in (32), it seems there is an implicational unevenness, since implications 
are always valid in (32a) but not in (32b).  
 
(32)  a. Een zebra is gestreept ⇒ a′. Zebra’s zijn gestreept 
a zebra is striped   zebras are striped 
b. Musicals zijn populair ⇒/ b′. Een musical is populair  
musicals are popular   a musical is popular 
 
Thus, it would seem that generic sentences with an indefinite singular noun phrase 
denote an inherent property of the members of that class while the ones with indefinite plural 
noun phrases “a more incidental or transitory property to the class” (BROEKHUIS & 
KEIZER, 2012, p. 701). This can be seen below as (33a) accepts an AdvP but (33b) does not. 
 
(33) a. Musicals zijn tegenwoordig populair. 
musicals are nowadays popular 
b. *Een musical is tegenwoordig populair. 
a musical is nowadays popular 
 
On the other hand, one could imagine a situation in which (33)b could be accepted. If 
a film producer, for example, would like to remake a classical movie and should ask which 









3.3 SOME ASPECTS OF ARTICLES IN BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE 
 
 
Traditionally, the classification of articles in Brazilian Portuguese (BP) is as shown in 
Table 4. Nonetheless, their distribution is not as simple as it seems at the first glance, and has 
been (and still is) a hotly debated issue. 
 
Table 4: Articles in Brazilian Portuguese. 






a garota  
the girl 




o garoto  
the boy 



















As mentioned in the previous section, a basic crosslinguistic variation between Dutch 
and BP is that the latter has an article paradigm which is complete regarding gender and 
number (table 4). BP also has definite and indefinite articles but no equivalent for Dutch 
neuter het or negative geen. 
Furthermore, Portuguese has no neuter gender, thus all nouns are either feminine (34a) 
or masculine (34b) and gender marking occurs through the article (BECHARA, 2009). 
Articles also agree with their related nouns in standard BP (34)c. 
 
(34) a. a casa, a flor, a nuvem, a alface, a estudante. 
 the house, the flower, the cloud, the lettuce, the student [FEM] 
b. o gato, o sol, o programa, o prazer, o estudante. 
the cat, the sun, the program, the fun, the student [MASC] 
 c. a casa/ as casas, o gato/ os gatos.  




But, let us remember that it is very common to find utterances like (35) in spoken BP 
which do not overtly agree (although this form will be avoided by urban educated people). 
 
(35) As menina chegou. 
 The [PLUR FEM] girl [SING FEM] arrived [3° SING] 
 
Traditional prescriptive grammar has not much to say about aspects related to generic 
readings either. According to Rocha Lima (2011), articles denote the noun definiteness and 
indefiniteness. The definite article will denote familiarity with the mentioned linguistic item 
(36)a while the indefinite article will denote any being of a specific class (36)b. 
 
(36) a. O governador foi muito aplaudido durante a convenção. 
 The governor was much applauded during the convention 
 b. Um governador foi muito aplaudido durante a convenção. 
 A governor was much applauded during the convention 
 
Then, Rocha Lima (2011) states that the definite article can also be used with a 
generic kind reference, as in (37). 
 
(37) O limão é fruta acida.  
 (the) lemon is an acid fruit 
 
Aside from this comment, there are no further mentions to contexts in which articles 
can trigger generic readings. Now, it is an unassailable fact that BP presents a wide range of 
possibilities to express genericity, as showed by Schmitt & Munn (1999, 2002) and many 
others (MÜLLER, 2002, IONIN, 2013; LOPES, 2006, 2016,). 
Next, we will focus our discussion on Bare Singular Nouns in BP to exemplify some 









3.3.1 Bare singular nouns in Brazilian Portuguese 
 
 
In section 3.2, we have mentioned Chierchia’s semantic classification (The Nominal 
Mapping Parameter) regarding the possibilities that languages have on DP denotation of kinds 
(Figure 11). BP has shown to be a problem for this proposal as it allows bare plurals and mass 
nouns in argument position, but also singular bare count nouns in argument positions (Schmitt 
& Munn, 1999). These Bare Singular Nouns (BS) have raised many debates and a unified 
explanation for their behavior is lacking until today. 
 
Figure 11: The Nominal Mapping Parameter 
a. N [+arg –pred] Classifier languages (Chinese) 
b. N [+arg +pred] Germanic (English/Dutch) 
c. N [–arg +pred] Romance (Catalan/Italian/Spanish) 
d. N [–arg –pred] impossible 
Source: Adapted from Chierchia (1998). 
 
According to Schmitt & Munn (1999), in BP, existential readings are allowed both by 
bare plural and bare singular nouns, either in subject (38a-b) or object position (38c-d)40.  
 
(38) a. Chegaram crianças.    
Arrived-3pl children 
Children arrived. 
b. Chegou criança.     
Arrived-3sg child 
A child/children arrived. 
c. Ele comprou computadores.   
He bought computers. 
d. Ele comprou computador    
                                                 
40 We will begin our exposition with Schmitt & Munn (1999), as what these authors propose is considered by 
many the “canonical view”. Also, most examples from (38) to (56) are taken from the same work. We would 
also like to point out that not all the judgments presented by these authors are consensual, which is one of the 
problems when one investigates bare singulars. 
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He bought computer 
He bought a computer/computers. 
 
Still, there seems to be a slight restriction regarding bare singulars “in the subject 
position of strongly episodic sentences” (SCHMITT & MUNN, 1999, p. 4). Indeed, sentences 
as (39) in which a Bare Plural holds a subject position are perfectly acceptable in BP, while 
the same does not stand for a sentence with a Bare Singular, as in (40). To increase the 
acceptability of (40), a special context must be given (41). 
 
 (39) Mulheres estavam discutindo política. 
Women were discussing politics. 
(40) #Mulher esteve discutindo política. 
woman was discussing politics 
(41) Mulher esteve discutindo política, homem esteve discutindo futebol, etc. 
Woman was discussing politics, man was discussing soccer, etc. 
 
This restriction also disappears when BS are not in subject position, as in existential 
constructions (42) or unaccusative ones (43) (SCHMITT & MUNN, 1999). 
 
 (42)  Tinha mulher discutindo a briga ontem. 
has woman discussing the fight yesterday 
There was a woman/were women discussing the fight yesterday. 
(43) Chegou mulher. 
arrived woman 
There arrived a woman. 
 
To Schmitt & Munn (1999), this divergent behavior is not found with generic 
readings. In this sort of sentences, Bare Plurals and Bare Singulars do not suffer restrictions 
regarding their syntactic position (44). 
 
(44) a. Crianças leem revistinhas.  
 Children read comic books.  
 b. Criança lê revistinha 
 Child read-3sg comic book.  
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 Children read comic books. 
c. Beija-flores são aves. 
 Hummingbirds are birds  
 d. Beija-flor é ave. 
 Hummingbird is bird  
 The hummingbird is a bird. 
 
Let us also mention en passant that generic readings in BP can also occur with definite 
singular (45) and plural (46) nouns and indefinite singular (47) nouns: 
 
 (45) O beija-flor é uma ave. 
 The hummingbird is a bird.  
(46) Os ursos polares vivem no Polo Norte.  
The polar bears live in the North Pole. 
Polar bears live at the North Pole. 
(47) Um cachorro gosta de brincar. 
 A dog likes to play. 
 
Summing up, based on the distributional restrictions we have seen above (38-43), it 
seems that there are differences between Bare singulars and Bare Plurals, and that the former 
are not just the latter without plural marking.  
Schmitt & Munn (1999) also present some evidence on anaphora that seems to verify 
that these types of nominal expressions are not de facto the same type of constructions. In BP, 
singular pronouns cannot refer to BS in generic contexts, as shown in (48), and a plural 
pronoun is necessary to obtain an acceptable utterance (49). Again, this is only true for 
generic readings, since existential ones do not suffer from this restriction (50) (SCHMITT & 
MUNN, 1999). 
 
(48) Maria detesta coelho porque *ø/*ele roubou suas cenouras.  
Maria hates rabbit because *ø /it stole her carrots.  
(49) Maria detesta coelho porque *ø/eles roubaram suas cenouras. Agora ela detesta eles de 
coração.  
 Maria hates rabbit because *ø/they ate her carrots. Now she hates them with a passion.  
(50) Eu vi criança na sala. E ela estava/elas estavam ouvindo. 
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 I saw child in the room. And she was/they were listening.  
 
The next question that arises following this discussion is: Could Bare Singulars be 
mass nouns? Again, as stated by Schmitt & Munn (1999, p. 10), this possibility should be 
excluded because a “[…] well-known property of mass nouns is that they are incompatible 
with predicates which require atomization”. 
This behavior is illustrated with the example in (51a), in which the mass noun “gold” 
cannot take a predicate like “two grams”, as the latter needs individualization. On the other 
hand, the same noun with a predicate like “expensive” is well formed (51b). Moreover, a 
sentence with the BS “criança” is also perfectly acceptable (52). Another argument contra BS 
being mass nouns can be seen in (53), in which the universal grinder41 does not work (Schmitt 
& Munn, 1999) since (53) is not limited to the reading in which there are pieces of one unique 
book scattered over the floor. 
 
(51) a. *Ouro pesa duas gramas.  
*Gold weighs 2 grams.   
b. Ouro é caro.  
Gold is expensive.  
(52) Criança pesa 20 quilos nesta idade. 
Child weighs 20 kilos at-this age 
Children weigh 20 kilos at this age. 
(53)  Tinha livro espalhado pelo chão.  
There was book all over the floor  
There were books all over the floor. 
 
A last question raised by Schmitt & Munn (1999) regards the possibility of Bare 
Singulars being NPs, not DPS. Again, they argue against this option since two conjoined NPs 
should only allow a conjoined interpretation, as do the two NPs with one determiner in (54), 
whose interpretation is “the person who is both a friend and a relative” (SCHMITT & 
MUNN, 1999, p. 14). 
 
                                                 
41 The Universal Grinder (PELLETIER 1979) states that count nouns, in certain morphosyntactic contexts, can 
behave as mass expressions: 
(i) There is apple in the salad 
(ii) There is squirrel all over the highway 
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(54) Ele encontrou o amigo e parente no aeroporto.  
He met the friend and relative in the airport.  
(55) Eu encontrei amigo e parente no aeroporto.  
I met friend and relative at the airport  
I met friends and relatives at the airport. 
 
As can be seen in (55), the coordination of two bare singulars elicits a different 
interpretation than the one in (54), meaning that some of the people met at the airport were 
friends, and some were relatives.  
Figure 12: Structure of conjoined NPs 
 
Source: Schmitt & Munn (1999, p. 14) 
 
Thus, the structures of both items would be as in Figure 12, where “a” represents a 
conjoined predicate interpretation and “b” a separate one, and the final conclusion attained is 
that Bare Singulars in BP “are DPs with empty determiners and no number” (SCHMITT & 
MUNN, 1999, p. 15). 
More evidence sustaining the Bare Singulars lack of number, besides the discourse 
anaphora shown above, is presented in (56). According to Krifka (1989) and Verkuyl (1993) 
(apud SCHMITT & MUNN, 1999, p. 13), “quantized objects, for example a letter or the 
letter trigger terminative readings on verbs like write, while non-quantized objects (bare 
plurals and mass nouns) trigger durative readings”.  
 
(56) a. Eu escrevi carta por duas horas. 
I wrote letter for two hours  
I wrote letters for two hours. 
b. Eu escrevi cartas por duas horas.  
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I wrote letters for two hours.  
c. #Eu escrevi carta/cartas em duas horas.  
I wrote letter/letters in two hours.  
d. Eu escrevi uma carta em duas horas.  
I wrote a letter in two hours. 
 
In (56a), the BS elicits a durative reading, while disallowing a terminative reading in 
(56c). Bare Singulars behave thus like Bare Plurals (56b) and not as Singular Indefinites 
(56d). Consequently, Bare singulars are not considered as semantically singular since they 
show the same behavior as Bare Plurals regarding quantity42 (SCHMITT & MUNN, 1999). 
However, Bare Singulars in BP are a sensitive issue and not all authors agree with the 
abovementioned point of view. Lopes (2006), for example, follows Schmitt & Munn (1999)43 
for generic contexts but defends a different proposal for existential DPs. 
According to Lopes (2006), retrieving generic (57) or existential (58) DPs through 
discourse anaphora shows that they have a different behavior regarding number: 
 
(57) Criança gosta de doce. *Ela/elas sempre pede(m) para comprar.  
Child likes of candy. She/they always ask(s) [ ] to buy [ ] 
Children like candy. They always ask us to buy some for them. 
(58) Tem maçã na cesta. Ela/elas não ‘tava(m) madura(s), mas eu trouxe do mercado assim 
mesmo.  
Have-3rd-sg apple in the fruit basket. It/they not was/were ripe, but I brought [ ] from 
the grocery store anyway’ 
There is “one or more apples” in the fruit basket. It/they was/were not ripe, but I 
brought it/them from the grocery store anyway 
  
In (57), the generic DP demands a plural anaphora, while the existential one in (58) 
accepts both a singular or a plural anaphora. Subsequently, existential DPs would have the 
same structure as indefinites, with an indefinite determiner as head of NumP as an overt or 
                                                 
42 There is a divergence, though, when Bare Plurals and Singulars are used with different. Bare Plurals and 
Singular Indefinites can be modified by different (i), (ii), yet, Bare Singulars do not accept this use (iii): 
(i) Eles escreveram livros diferentes. They wrote different books. 
(ii) Eles escreveram um livro diferente. They wrote a different book. 
(iii) ??Eles escreveram livro diferente. They wrote different book. 
43 Kester & Schmitt (2005), to be more accurate, but with basically the same rationale. 
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null article. Existential sentences, like (58), would thus not be specified for number but be 
number neutral (LOPES, 2006). 
Oliveira & Rothstein (2011) also present a different approach to BS in BP. To them 
these BS would be mass nouns, since they behave similarly to bare mass nouns and not to 
bare plurals. Therefore, there would be two types of bare constructions in BP: Bare Mass 
Nouns, denoting kind or mass predicates, and Bare Plurals, denoting plural predicates.  
They defend their position arguing that previous analyses on BS only have compared 
these nouns with non-atomic mass nouns and that the results, logically, showed differences in 
behavior of both type of nouns. Nonetheless, Oliveira & Rothstein (2011) have compared BS 
with atomic mass nouns (like mobília, furniture, for example) and found other results.  
They compare Schmitt & Munn’s (1999) examples, that we have already shown 
above, repeated below as (59) and (60), where these authors stated that (59) is well accepted 
because criança ‘child’ is a count noun, but (60) not as it is a mass noun. According to 
Schmitt & Munn (1999) this was due to the fact that bare mass noun ouro (gold) having no 
atoms in its denotation could not accept a predicate like pesa duas gramas (weighs two 
grams): 
 
(59) Criança (nessa idade) pesa 20 kg.  
Child (at-this age) weighs 20 kilos.  
Children weigh 20 kilos at this age. 
(60) * Ouro pesa duas gramas  
Gold weighs 2 grams. 
 
These examples, and others alike used in the literature are all 
 
[..] prototypical mass and count nouns, that is mass nouns which denote 
substances and count nouns which denote inherently individuable entities, 
that is objects where what counts as one N is part of the meaning of N. Thus 
gold does not come in natural units, but children do, since if you know the 
meaning of child, you should in the normal case know what counts as one 
child. (OLIVEIRA & ROTHSTEIN, 2011, p. 234). 
 
For Oliveira & Rothstein (2011), though, using prototypical examples would not 
provide a good standard to define the semantic characteristics of mass and count nouns. 
Indeed, as shown by Chierchia (1998), some mass nouns (like “furniture”) can denote sets of 
entities that can be “atomized”, that is, they are formed by sets of entities, contrary to the 
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prototypical mass nouns, as clarified by Chierchia (1998, p. 347) himself: 
 
The extension of nouns like water is analogous to the one of nouns like 
furniture, the only difference being that what counts as a minimal portion of 
water is somewhat vague and may vary from context to context. 
 
Using, thus, examples of non-prototypical mass nouns44, as in (61), Oliveira & 
Rothstein (2011, p. 326) state that there are different behaviors to be found depending on 
whether a bare mass noun is naturally atomic or non-atomic: “bare mass nouns which are 
naturally atomic behave like bare count nouns with respect to distributivity, reflexivity and 
reciprocity, and while non-naturally atomic bare singulars pattern with non-naturally atomic 
mass nouns”. Consequently, contrary to example (60), the sentence below (61) is perfectly 
acceptable because “furniture” can be atomized, consequently, its predicate (pesa 20 kilos) 
can distribute over these parts. 
 
(61)  Mobília (nesta loja) pesa 20 kilos.  
Furniture (in+this store) weights 20 kilos.  
Furniture (in this store) weighs 20 kilos. 
 
 As a result, Oliveira & Rothstein (2011, p. 238) do not follow what they call “the 
canonical view that bare singulars are prima facie not mass nouns” and state that there is 
much parallelism to be found between BS and mass nouns45.  
 The last approach we will present is from Müller (2004). Once again, Schmitt & 
Munn’s (1999) canonical view is disclaimed based on counterexamples46 and their analyses. 
To Müller (2004), BS are NPs in a predicate position occupying a topic position in the left 
periphery of the sentence, not DPs with argument status.  
 Firstly, Müller (2004) shows some distributional possibilities and restrictions of BS: 
 
(62)  Coreano vende roupa pra brasileiro. 
 Korean sells clothes to Brazilian 
                                                 
44 They also explore data of non-prototypical count nouns like “fence”, of combinations of bare singulars with 
mass quantifiers, and of bare singulars in comparative sentences, which we will not reproduce here. We refer the 
interested reader to Oliveira & Rothstein (2011). 
45 Observe, however, that these trials do not test the same question, since although these elements are mass-
nouns, they denote set of items, which is different from the ones denoting substance, for example, as shown by 
Chierchia (1998). 
46 All the examples below are from Müller (2004). 
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 Koreans sell clothes to Brazilians. 
(63)  a. Menino brinca de herói. 
 Boy plays hero 
 Boys play hero.  
  b. Sempre/Em geral, todo menino brinca de herói. 
 Always/generally, every boy plays hero. 
 Always/generally, all boys play hero. 
(64)  a. Naquela festa de aniversário, menino estava brincando de herói, menina de casinha. 
At that birthday party, boy was playing hero, girl housekeeping 
At that birthday party, boys were playing hero, girls housekeeping 
b. Naquela festa os meninos estavam brincando de herói e as meninas estavam 
brincando de casinha. 
At that birthday party, the boys were playing hero and the girls were playing 
housekeeping. Test   
(65)  a. *Menino estava brincando de herói agorinha há pouco. 
 Boy was playing hero just a while ago 
  b. Tinha menino brincando de herói agorinha há pouco. 
 Had boy playing hero now a while ago 
 There was a boy/were boys playing hero just a while ago 
 
In (62), BS are distributed freely in all the required argument positions of the sentence. 
(63)a is a generic sentence with a generic subject, as shown by (63)b. (64)a is an episodic 
sentence, but still with a generic subject, as (64)b shows when changing the BS to definite 
plurals. (65)a, though, is an episodic sentence demanding a specific subject, with a meaning 
like (65)b, and is ungrammatical with a BS (MÜLLER, 2004). From these examples, it would 
thus seem that BS subjects are not allowed with specific or existential interpretations.  
Next, Müller (2004) posits that BS subjects in BP are actually sentential topics. She 
sustains her claim based on the fact that, in BP, the canonical subject is part of the rheme, not 
the theme. Consequently, for sentences as in (66) and (67), she proposes the structures (68) 







(66) - Qual a propriedade de uma equação quadrática? 
- [TEMA Equação quadrática] [REMA possui pelo menos uma solução]. 
What is the property of a quadratic equation? 
[THEME Quadratic equation] [RHEME has at least one solution]. 
(67)  - O que você me diz dos políticos? 
- [TEMA Político] [REMA fala muito]. 
What do you have to say about politicians? 
- Político fala demais  
Politician talks a lot 
‘Politicians talk a lot’ 
[THEME Politicians] [RHEME talk a lot]. 
(68) [Equação quadrática] [S ∅ possui pelo menos uma solução]. 
(69) [Político] [S ∅ fala muito]. 
 
Müller’s (2004) following claim is that Bare singulars are NPs, not full DPs. She 
states, for example, that BS can be retrieved through discourse by both singular and plural 
pronouns (70), which is not the case of singular or plural indefinite DPs (71) and (72). 
 
(70) Ontem eu escrevi carta. Depois eu pus ela/elas no correio.  
Yesterday I wrote letter. Next I took it/them to the mail 
Yesterday I wrote a letter/letters. Next I took it/them to the mail. 
(71)  Ontem eu escrevi uma carta. Depois eu pus ela/*elas no correio.  
Yesterday I wrote a letter. Next I took it/*them to the mail. 
(72) Ontem eu escrevi várias cartas. Depois eu pus *ela/elas no correio.  
Yesterday I wrote several letters. Next I took *it/them to the mail. 
 
In sum, in this section we have seen some stances on BS in Brazilian Portuguese47. 
First, Schmitt & Munn’s (1999), who posit that BS are DPs without Num. Then Lopes (2006) 
who partially agrees with that and for whom the abovementioned view is only true for BS in 
generic sentences, however, BS in existential sentences would in fact be number neutral 
indefinites. Thirdly, we have seen Oliveira & Rothstein’s theory (2011), arguing that BS are 
mass nouns, and, finally, Müller’s (2004), defending that BS are only NPs, lacking a DP 
                                                 
47 There are several other works on the issue of Bare Singulars in Brazilian Portuguese which have not been 
discussed here: Menuzzi et al. (2005), Taveira da Cruz (2008), Cyrino & Espinal (2015), among others. 
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projection, that they cannot bear an existential reading and function as topical predicates in 
the left periphery of the sentence. 
As the issue on BS still is an ongoing debate and the aim of our research is the 
acceptance of Bare Singulars by Dutch Heritage Language Speakers, independently of their 
nature in Brazilian Portuguese, we will not, at present, adopt a fully developed theoretical 






In this chapter, we have discussed some aspects of the DP behavior in Dutch and 
Brazilian Portuguese (BP). We have specially focused on which DPs allow generic readings 
and, even more specifically, on the way Bare Singular Nouns are licensed in these two 
languages in generic sentences. 
As we have showed, in Dutch, three types of DPs can be used in generic contexts 
(73)a-c, a fourth is partially accepted depending on dialectical variation (73)d, and a fifth is 
ungrammatical (73)e48. We have thus reached the conclusion that BSNs are severely 
ungrammatical in Dutch, except in news headlines and some idiomatic expressions.  The same 
does not apply to BP, since all five options can express genericity, as can be seen in the 
examples (74)a-e. 
 
(73) a. Definite singular:  De kolibrie is een vogel.  
b. Indefinite singular:  Een kolibrie is een vogel.  
c. Bare plural:  Kolibries zijn vogels. 
d. Definite plural: % De Kolibries zijn vogels. 
e. Bare singular: * Kolibrie is een vogel.  
(74) a. Definite singular:  O beija-flor é uma ave.  
b. Indefinite singular:  Um beija flor é uma ave.  
c. Bare plural:  Beija-flores são aves.  
d. Definite plural:  Os beija-flores são aves.  
e. Bare singular:  Beija-flor é ave.  
                                                 
48 Examples adapted from Ionin et al. (2013).  
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Broadly, as there is still no unified vision on the issue and a full discussion would 
outreach the scope of our work, we will assume that in Brazilian Portuguese Bare Singulars 
are DPs with a phonetically null Determiner, against Müller (2004).  
For Dutch, will follow Oosterhof’s (2008) proposal that bare arguments are introduced 
by empty determiners, and that they can bear two types of referential values [+Referential], 
and [–Referential]49. 
Given the above description and the difference in behavior between Dutch and BP, our 
interest is to investigate whether Dutch Heritage Language Speakers will present a grammar 
closer to Dutch or BP. Therefore, we developed an experiment with these three groups of 
speakers that will be presented in the next chapter.  
As we pointed out in the introduction, our hypothesis is that the heritage speakers will 
suffer influence from Brazilian Portuguese allowing Bare singulars as licit constructions in 
their grammars. 
We propose that if the heritage speakers of Holambra accept Bare singulars this will 
be due to the rearrangement of their Dutch grammar with the inclusion of a feature [+R, 
+count, –pl]), while Standard Dutch, lacks this possibility as it does not allow “empty singular 
count determiners under kind readings” (Oosterhof, 2008, p. 288). 
 
 
                                                 




4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  
 
 
In this Chapter, we will present the experimental study that we have conducted with 
Dutch Heritage Language Speakers (HLS) in Brazil (community of Holambra, SP) regarding 






Firstly, in Chapter 2, we have reviewed some proposals for Language Acquisition and 
we have seen that Heritage Language Speakers may suffer attrition in their L1 due to the 
influence of a Majority Language (ML). 
Then, in Chapter 3, we have discussed some aspects of the DP’s behavior in Dutch 
and Brazilian Portuguese (BP). We have specially focused on which DPs allow generic 
readings and, even more specifically, on the way Bare Singular Count Nouns (BSCNs) are 
licensed in these two languages in generic sentences. 
We have shown that, in Dutch, three types of DPs can be used in generic contexts 
(1)a-c and a fourth (1)d is partially accepted depending on dialectic variation, while the fifth 
type is not allowed (1)e: 
 
(1) a. Definite singular:  De kolibrie is een vogel.  
b. Indefinite singular:  Een kolibrie is een vogel.  
c. Bare plural:  Kolibries zijn vogels. 
d. Definite plural: % De Kolibries zijn vogels. 
e. Bare singular: * Kolibrie is een vogel.  
  
We have thus reached the conclusion that BSNs are severely ungrammatical in Dutch, 
except in news headlines and some idiomatic expressions.  The same does not apply to BP, 





(2) a. Definite singular:  O beija-flor é uma ave.  
b. Indefinite singular:  Um beija flor é uma ave.  
c. Bare plural:  Beija-flores são aves.  
d. Definite plural:  Os beija-flores são aves.  
e. Bare singular:  Beija-flor é ave.  
 
Consequently, a question arose as to the grammars of Heritage Dutch Speakers of the 
community of Holambra, in São Paulo, and drove our main research question: Do Dutch 
Heritage Language Speakers (HLS) of Holambra accept Bare Singulars as licit Dutch 
constructions in contexts not accepted in Standard Dutch?  
Considering studies regarding the influence of Majority Languages on the HL our 
prediction is that the HL speakers of Holambra will accept Bare Singulars in a similar way 
than Brazilian Portuguese speakers. To answer this question, we performed an Acceptability 
Judgement Test (AJT) with 60 subjects from this community. 
A secondary question concerned the overall distribution of kind-denoting DPs in HL 
Dutch. Again, we attempted to assess whether these speakers would follow patterns more 
aligned with BP than with Standard Dutch or vice versa.   
As general objective, we intended to verify if there is irregular acquisition in the 
community of Heritance Language Dutch Speakers of Holambra. It is noteworthy that the 
term “irregular acquisition” carries no negative connotation – it is even expected to occur in 
the context of HL. We focused on attrition, that is, the phenomenon in which the ML has an 
influence on the L1 and erodes it in a way or another, in this case: Article Omission. 
We have therefore applied linguistic tests (AJT) in Holambra to measure the 
occurrence of Article Omission in Dutch. Thereafter, we contrasted the collected data with 
two control groups to compare the grammars of the Heritage Language Speakers with those of 













4.2.1 Materials  
 
 
Our experiment consisted of a multifactorial analysis with 1 dependent variable and 5 
independent ones. The dependent variable was the Acceptability Rate (from 1 to 5) given by 
the research’s participants. The 4 independent variables were: Subset (3); Group (2); DP type 
(5); Sentence (40). 
The Variable “Subset” contained the 3 groups of participants of our research 
population (n=120): the experimental group from the Dutch HLS, inhabitants of Holambra 
(n=60); the Dutch control group (n=30); and the Brazilian control group(n=30). 
The variable “Group” was created by dividing the research population (n=120) into 
two minor groups: group A and group B (n=60, each), in order to present different sentences 
to each group and gain predictability power. 
The variable “DP type” was composed of the 5 DPs: Definite Singular, Indefinite 
Singular, Indefinite Plural, Definite Plural, and Bare Singular. 
The 10 sentences tested, illustrated in (3) and (4) for Dutch and BP, respectively, were 
assigned to two counterbalanced lists, combined with 20 other filler items, resulting in two 
30-item lists. Each list together with all the sentences tested can be found in the appendices.    
 
(3) De natuur is perfect, nadat ze de bloemen bestuiven maken bijen honing.  
(4) A natureza é perfeita: depois de polinizar as flores, abelhas produzem mel 






The subjects of our experimental group of Dutch Heritage Language Speakers of 
Holambra50 (N = 60) were selected based on the following inclusion criteria:  
                                                 





• Living in the community of Holambra; 
• Being from the first generation of immigrants born in Brazil (subjects between 
approximately 45 and 65 years old). 
 
The exclusion criteria were: 
 
• Having received formal education in Dutch; 
• Having lived more than one year in the Netherlands after coming to Brazil. 
 
Control group 1 (N = 30) was formed with native Dutch speakers. The inclusion 
criterion for the control group was: 
 
• Being a native Dutch speaker. 
 
And the exclusion criterion:  
 
• Having been exposed to Brazilian Portuguese in their early years. 
 
The second control group consisted of 30 speakers of Brazilian Portuguese who were 
required to 
 
• Be native Brazilian Portuguese speakers. 
 
The exclusion criterion was: 
 













In the first part of the data collection, the participants of the experimental group were 
briefly interviewed in Dutch in order to establish a link with the researcher and raise their 
sociodemographic profile as to guarantee the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
These interviews, of approximately five minutes, were recorded and analyzed with the 
intention of observing whether there were occurrences of Article Omission in the spontaneous 
speech production of Dutch. No occurrences of Bare Singular Nouns were found in these 
interviews. Therefore, they will not be mentioned in the results or discussion sections.   
The second part of the test, and the most important one, was an Acceptability 
Judgement Task. 10 sentences, among which there were Bare Singulars, were presented to the 
participants who ought to judge their acceptability on a 1 to 5 Likert scale: 
 
• 5 Totally acceptable 
• 4 Relatively acceptable 
• 3 Doubtful 
• 2 Relatively unacceptable 
• 1 Totally unacceptable 
 
These sentences in Dutch were recorded by a Dutch speaking person to avoid bias in 
the presentation of the stimuli and thus achieve a uniform reading. Each participant of the 
experimental group listened to 10 stimulus sentences alternating with 20 filler sentences in 
Dutch.  
The control groups (Standard Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese speakers) were not 
interviewed but the same 30 elements were tested: 10 stimulus sentences and 20 distractors. 
The tests with the Brazilian control group were conducted personally and the ones with the 
Dutch control group through the Qualtrics online survey tool (www.qualtrics.com). In both 
cases, the participants received a form with the written sentences and instructions as how to 
answer it. 
The experimental group was further divided in two smaller groups (N30 each) to 
obtain a stronger predictability and avoid item related bias. Each participant listened to a 





Figure 13: Model of the experimental sentences presentation. 
The recording the participant heard:  
Het is moeilijk om sommige vogels te fotograferen want ze vliegen te snel de adelaar, 
bijvoorbeeld, vliegt erg snel.   
It is difficult to photograph some birds because they fly too quickly, the eagle, for example, 
flies very fast. 
 
The data was then recorded, transcribed and underwent statistical analysis. In a first 
stage, the obtained data was statistically analyzed with Pearson's Chi-squared test. Still, as 
some results contained a zero value, this test gave deviant readings on the data. Thus, the Chi-
square test was substituted and we applied Linear Regression Analysis in order to guarantee a 
higher efficiency of the analysis. We also applied the Shapiro-Wilk normality test as to assess 
the results’ distribution. 
 
  
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
In what follows, we will present the results of our experimental study. First, we will 
present the overall results and, thereafter the results for each DP type. 
As mentioned above, we divided the experimental group, and both control groups, in 
two smaller groups of 30n and 15n respectively. Group A and group B listened to the same 
sentences except for the fact that the DP type was different, as discussed in “Materials” above.  
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk normality test of all the DP subset samples did not 
follow a normal distribution51. Therefore, we will not expose these results in each section 
below as it would be unnecessary. These results made us choose Linear Regression as the 
statistical analysis tool.  
As mentioned, we first planned to use Pearson’s Qui-squared test, but as we conducted 
a multifactorial analysis, with a numerical dependent variable (Acceptability Rate), and also 




                                                 






The overall results (in Table 5, below) show us that there seem to be preferences for 
generic readings across the groups. Basically, we can conclude that the Brazilian and 
Holambra speakers group together, and not only with respect to Bare Singulars. 
 
Table 5: Overall results of the Acceptability Judgement Test. 
 UNACCEPTABLE  DOUBTFUL  ACCEPTABLE  














3% 8% 8%  9% 8% 2%  88% 84% 90% 
Indef. 
Sing. 
4% 14% 14%  12% 14% 25%  84% 72% 61% 
Bare 
Plural 
6% 24% 3%  13% 25% 17%  81% 51% 80% 
Def. 
Plural 
1% 17% 7%  9% 21% 7%  90% 62% 86% 
Bare 
Sing. 
9% 96% 7%  19% 4% 15%  72% 0% 78% 
 
The behavior for Definite Singulars is similar for the 3 groups tested, with 
acceptability rates of 84%, 88% and 90%52. 
Indefinite Singulars are better accepted by the Holambra group (84%), followed by the 
Dutch control group (72%) and, finally the Brazilian control group (61%), showing that there 
is a different behavior between both Dutch speaking groups one the one hand, and the 
Brazilian control group on the other53. 
Bare plurals are well accepted by the Brazilian control (80%) and the experimental 
Holambra group (81%), but not so by the Dutch control group (51%) 
Definite plurals reach a higher acceptability rate in the Holambra group (90%), 
followed by the Brazilian control group (86%) and the Dutch (62%). 
                                                 
52 For ease of exposition, here we have joined the results of the totally and partially acceptable responses. 
53 we will present the statistical analyses below in the sections correspondent to each DP type tested. 
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Lastly, Bare singulars were not accepted by the Dutch control group, as was expected, 
with a 96% unacceptability rate, while both the Brazilian control group and the experimental 
group of Holambra rated them similarly: 78% and 72% respectively. 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Definite Singulars 
 
 
The distribution of Definite Singulars was similar for the three groups and they were 
mostly well accepted by all the groups tested (Figure 14), who considered them acceptable in 





The overall Linear Regression results of the Definite singulars (Figure 15) showed that 
the two subsets (Brazilian and Dutch Control) are not significantly different than the 
Holambra group (p-value = 0.434 and 0.147, respectively). The Standard Error of both 
Control Groups was 0.1490, indicating that data dispersion is low, reinforcing the robustness 
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Definite Singular








Figure 15: Linear Regression model of the Definite Singulars
 
As we mentioned above, the participants of each group were further divided in two 
groups (A and B) which received different sets of sentences to assess. Group A evaluated the 
Definite Singular sentences “It is well known that the stork has large wings” and “It is 
difficult to photograph some birds as they fly too fast, the eagle, for example, flies very fast” 
(Figure 16). The distribution patterns seem to follow the predictions, except for the scores of 



















Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
01: É bem sabido
que a cegonha tem
asas grandes.
02: Het is algemeen bekend dat de








04: Het is moeilijk om sommige
vogels te fotograferen want ze
vliegen te snel, de adelaar,
bijvoorbeeld, vliegt erg snel.








The statistical Regression analysis, by comparing the dependent variable 
(Acceptability Rate) with the independent variables DP type, Sentence, Subset and Group, 
showed that the there is only significant difference in Sentence “It is well known that the 
stork has large wings” between the Holambra Group and the Dutch Control (p.value = 
0.01177). No other statistical difference was found. 
The Definite Singular sentences of Group B were “No, not all mammals are 
insectivores: the squirrel eats berries and nuts” and “Mammals can live in the sea, the whale 
is an example of this”, and were also mostly well rated by the Experimental Group with 47% 
and 60% Totally Acceptable ratings (Figure 17). Both control groups followed the same 
pattern, without significant differences. The Regression Analysis also showed there were no 





4.3.1.2 Indefinite Singulars 
 
 
The sentences with Indefinite Singulars were basically all well accepted by the 
participants. Figure 18 shows their acceptability rate in the experimental group from 
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06: Nee, niet alle zoogdieren zijn
insecteneters: de eekhoorn eet bessen
en noten.
07: Há mamíferos
que vivem no mar,
a baleia é um
exemplo disso.
08: Zoogdieren kunnen in de zee
leven, de walvis is daar een voorbeeld
van.








 Respondents who accepted these sentences amounted to 56% in the experimental 
group, 47% in the Dutch control group, and 38% in the Brazilian control. The group in which 
we found a higher negative acceptability was the Brazilian Control, where 7% of the 




The Regression Analysis of this DPs subset showed that there was a significant 
difference between the Experimental Group and the Brazilian Control Group (p.value = 
0.00109) but not between the Experimental group and the Dutch Control Group (p.value = 
0.06110). The Standard Error of the Linear Regression also showed that the data dispersion of 
both Control Groups was 0.1639, thus a low-level dispersion.  
 
Figure 19: Linear Regression model of the Indefinite Singulars 
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Regarding the sentences, Group A evaluated “No, not all mammals are insectivores: A 
squirrel eats berries and nuts” and “No, it's not the same: a cat can see in the dark”. In Figure 
20, we can see the scores both sentences received across the three groups. 
The first sentence was far more accepted in the Holambra experimental group with 
83% acceptable ratings, against 47% in the other two groups. None of the participants found 
either of the sentences totally unacceptable. No statistical significant differences between the 




Group B assessed the acceptability of “Why do you think they don’t eat meat? You 
know that a lion likes meat” and “The animal instinct is very strong. Everyone knows that a 
dog hunt cats” (Figure 21). The second sentence was well accepted across the groups 
according to the prediction of its behavior as we discussed in Chapter 3.  
Nonetheless, the Regression Analysis showed significant difference between the 
Brazilian Control Group and the Experimental Group (p.value = 1.53-8) for this sentence. This 
difference stems from the distribution, as the Confidence Intervals do not collide. 
The first sentence, however, raised some divergent reactions and did not match the 
predictions as it received very low acceptability ratings from all groups. In our opinion, this is 
due to a mythological flaw in our design resulting in a sentence that lacked a prompt 
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02: Nee, niet alle zoogdieren zijn
insecteneters: een eekhoorn eet
bessen en noten.
03: Não, não é a
mesma coisa: um
gato vê no escuro.
04: Nee hoor, het is niet hetzelfde:
een kat ziet in het donker.







Two of the participants from our Brazilian control even gave us a follow-up regarding 
this sentence, stating that it was not easily comprehensible. Therefore, we believe the overall 
acceptability results of the Indefinite Singulars given above in Figure 20 might possibly be 
higher had we designed a more accurate sentence (easier to understand)55. Equating the data 






4.3.1.3 Bare Plurals 
 
 
Bare Plurals also showed slightly unexpected results, particularly in the Dutch Control 
group (Figure 22). Indeed, only 18% of this group accepted these sentences, compared to 57% 
of the Brazilian control and 49% of the experimental group. However, summing the 18% 
Totally Acceptable to the 33% Partially Acceptable responses for the Dutch control group the 
figure amounts to 51% of positive ratings.  
                                                 
55 One could also claim that the low acceptability comes forth from the relationship between taxonomic level 
(dog, bear) and DP type, as we mentioned in section 3.2.3.1, but two objections seem to rise against this 
rationale: 1) Definite Singular DPs are not well accepted with high levels (mammals, carnivores, etc.) which is 
not the case of the animals of these sentences; 2) if we were looking at a case of DP type/taxonomic level 
mismatch, it ought to give the same results for both sentences, which does not occur here as sentence 07 has high 













































06: Waarom denk je dat die geen
vlees eet? Je weet toch dat een







08: Het dierlijk instinct is zeer
sterk. Iedereen weet dat een
hond op katten jaagt.











This distribution variance was also reinforced by the Bare Plurals Regression analysis, 
showing that there is a significant difference between the Experimental Group and the Dutch 
Control (p.value = 1.5-6). The Standard Error of the two subsets was 0.16394. 
 
Figure 23: Linear Regression model of the Bare Plurals 
 
 
One of the analyzed sentences was “Why do you think they don’t eat meat? You know 
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also receiving low ratings. Again, this sentence scores rather low ratings in the Dutch Control 
group: 20% Totally Acceptable and 47% Partially Acceptable responses (Figure 24). 
It is noteworthy that this time the sentences also received very low ratings from the 
other groups. 33% of the Brazilian control group considered it as being Totally Acceptable 
and 27% Partially Acceptable, while all the other participants (40%) gave it a level 3 rating 
(Doubtful). Also 13% of the experimental group thought it was Totally Unacceptable. There 
was no significant difference in the Regression Analysis either between the variables for this 
sentence (p.value < 0.05). 
As we stated in the former section we tend to explain these results (which are low 
regarding a prototypical DP for generic readings) due to an inadequate design of the sentence 




On the other hand, the second sentence, “Nature is perfect, after pollinating flowers, 
bees make honey”, received high ratings from the Brazilian control group (80% Totally 
Acceptable and 20% Partially Acceptable) and from the experimental group (60% Totally 
Acceptable, 20% Partially Acceptable and 20% Doubtful), with no Partially or Totally 
Acceptable ratings. 
Still, the Dutch control group judged it less acceptable, with 7% of the respondents 





















Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
01: Por que acha




02: Waarom denk je dat die geen
vlees eet? Je weet toch dat leeuwen
graag vlees lusten





04: De natuur is perfect: nadat ze de
bloemen bestuiven maken bijen
honing.








13% of the participants with a Totally Acceptable rating and 53% who gave it a Partially 
Acceptable score. 
We also found that there was significant difference between the Holambra Group and 
the Brazilian Control for this sentence (p.value = 0.0213).  
Group B analyzed the sentences “Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I'd 
rather work with livestock as cows give milk” and “Not on the South Pole: polar bears live 
in the Arctic” (Figure 25). No statistical difference was found through Regression Analysis in 
either sentence (p.value <0.05).  
The first sentence did not show many deviant results, although 13% of the Dutch 
Control considered it was Totally Unacceptable, 7% Partially Unacceptable and 27% 




The second sentence also received some negative ratings from the Dutch Control 
Group: 7% Totally Unacceptable, 40% Partially Unacceptable and 33% Doubtful, with only 
7% and 13% Partially and Totally Acceptable responses. 
The Holambra group and the Brazilian control did not give so many low ratings to this 
sentence. However, 13% of the Brazilian control group gave it a Totally Unacceptable rating 






















Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
05: Por que você





06: Waarom heb je geen kippenfarm
gestart? Omdat ik liever aan veeteelt
doe want koeien geven melk.




08: Niet op de zuidpool: ijsberen
leven op de noordpool








Overall, these results show an acceptability rate which is lower than the expected one 
according to the literature on this type of DP. We have not reached a decisive conclusion on 
this issue and can, therefore, only advocate for the need of more research. 
 
 
4.3.1.4 Definite Plurals 
 
 
Definite Plurals were well accepted by most of the participants of the experimental 
group, who had a similar response pattern as the Brazilian Control (Figure 26). This is an 
interesting result, as Standard Dutch, just like English, does not allow a generic reading with 
Definite Plurals. We could account for the acceptability of these constructions in two ways: 1) 
the influence of BP; 2) the Dutch dialect of the participants’ family which could allow this 
sentence. 
On the other hand, a rather high number of the Dutch control group also accepted 
these sentences: 35% Totally Acceptable and 27% Partially Acceptable responses. This 
number is relatively high and, in this case, as they did not receive influence from Brazilian 
Portuguese, one might suppose that most of the respondents accept Definite Plurals with 
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Regression Analysis of this subset (Figure 27) again showed that the Dutch Control 
Group behaved in a significantly different way than the Holambra Experimental Group 
(p.value = 3.23-8). This is an expected result due to the nature of the Definite Plural 
acceptability in Dutch, as we have seen in Chapter 3. The Brazilian Control Group was not 
significantly different than the Experimental Group (p.value = 0.424). The Standard Error was 
0,14574 for both Control Groups, thus sustaining the wellness of the data distribution. 
 
Figure 27: Linear Regression model of the Definite Plurals 
 
 
For Group A, Figure 28 shows that “Not on the South Pole: (%) the polar bears live 
in the Arctic” received a high rating of acceptability, in both the experimental group (70% 
Totally Acceptable) and the Brazilian Control (60% Totally Acceptable). For the Dutch 
Control, adding the 33% Totally Acceptable and 7% Partially Acceptable positive ratings, we 
reach a 40% result of participants who accepted these sentences with Definite Plurals. This 
sentence did not show significant statistical difference among the groups (p.value <0.05). 
The second sentence “Mammals can live in the sea, (%) the whales are an example of 
this”, was also well rated by the participants of the Brazilian Control (100% Totally 
Acceptable) and the Holambra group (77% Totally acceptable and 13% Partially Acceptable). 
 The Dutch Control group also rated the sentences with rather high values. 53% of the 
participants gave it a Totally Acceptable rating and 40% a Partially Acceptable one, with only 
7% who considered the sentence doubtful and with no negative ordeals.  
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Applying the Regression Analysis, we found significant difference for this sentence 
between the Experimental Group and the Dutch control Group (p.value = 0.0120), and 




Likewise, these results can be found in Group B (Figure 29). The Sentence “It is well 
known that (%) the storks have large wings” was well accepted by both the Brazilian Control 
(53% Totally Acceptable and 27% Partially Acceptable) and the Experimental Group (67% 
Totally Acceptable and 33% Partially acceptable). 
Anew, The Dutch Control Group accepted the sentence well: 40% Totally Acceptable 
and 27% Partially Acceptable ratings. This accounts for 67% of the responses and is a high 
value, as we mentioned above, since, according to the literature, Definite Plurals are not used 
with kind readings in Standard Dutch. 
This can be seen with the second sentence, “Nature is perfect, after pollinating 
flowers, (%) the bees make honey”. Here, only 13% of the Dutch Control group rated the 
sentence as Totally Acceptable, and 33% as Partially Acceptable, totaling 46%. As for the 
other ratings, both the partially acceptable and the doubtful options received a 27% rating 
each, resulting in a 54% total. Nonetheless, none of the respondents gave the sentence a 
totally unacceptable rating. No significant difference was found in either of the sentences of 



















Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra




02: Niet op de zuidpool: de ijsberen
leven op de noordpool
03: Há mamíferos
que vivem no mar,
as baleias são um
exemplo disso.
04: Zoogdieren kunnen in de zee
leven, de walvissen zijn daar een
voorbeeld van.











4.3.1.5 Bare Singulars 
 
 
Lastly, we shall see the most exciting finding of our research: the acceptance of Bare 
Singular Nouns by our experimental group. These forms were rejected by the participants of 
the Dutch control group, as expected, but received a far lesser penalty from our experimental 
group of Dutch HL speakers, as shown below in Figure 30. 
As with the other stimuli, sentences with Bare Singulars eliciting a generic reading 
were presented for evaluation, and in this case a strong negative response was expected in the 
Dutch Control group. This prediction fulfilled itself, with 63% Totally Unacceptable and 33% 


























Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
05: É bem sabido
que as cegonhas
têm asas grandes.
06: Het is algemeen bekend dat de
ooievaars grote vleugels hebben.





08: De natuur is perfect: nadat ze de
bloemen bestuiven maken de bijen
honing










These results contrast sharply with the experimental group of Holambra whose 
response pattern was of 45% Totally Acceptable, 27% Partially Acceptable, 20% Doubtful, 
and only 6% and 3% Partially and Totally Unacceptable ratings respectively. These results 
were more aligned with the Brazilian Control Group: 60% Totally Acceptable, 18% Partially 
Acceptable and 7% doubtful ratings (Figure 30). 
The statistical Regression Analysis of the Bare Singulars subset shows this also as the 
Dutch Control has a significant divergent behavior (p.value = <2-16) when compared to the 
Experimental Group (Figure 31, below). The Standard Error for both Control Groups is 
0.1474, guarantying a good confidence level of the sample. 
 














Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
Bare Singular








The first sentence of Group A, “Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I'd 
rather work with livestock as *cow gives milk” received 30% Totally Acceptable and 27% 
Partially Acceptable judgements from the participants of the Experimental Group. The other 
responses were distributed among Doubtful (27%), Partially Unacceptable (7%) and Totally 
Unacceptable (10%). 
In Figure 32 we can see the contrast between this distribution, which parallels with the 
Brazilian Control Group, and the distribution of the responses of the Dutch Control Group, in 
which only unacceptable ratings were given (100%), distributed between Totally 
Unacceptable (73 %) and Partially Unacceptable (27%). 
Also through the Regression Analysis, we observed significant difference among the 
groups. There is significant difference between the Experimental Group and the Dutch 
Control Group (p.value = 0.000401). Between the Experimental Group and the Brazilian 




The second sentence with a Bare singular, “The animal instinct is very strong. 
Everyone knows that *dog chases cats” was still better accepted in the Experimental Group. It 
received 70% Totally Acceptable and 10% partially Acceptable responses from the 
participants of Holambra and only 3% unacceptable responses – though no participants rated 




















Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra Brazilian Control Dutch Control Holambra
01: Por que você





02: Waarom heb je geen kippenfarm
gestart? Omdat ik liever aan veeteelt







04: Het dierlijk instinct is zeer sterk.
Iedereen weet dat hond op katten
jaagt.








For this sentence, there was only significant difference between the Experimental 
Group and the Dutch Control Group (p.value = 0.00843). 
For Group B, we used the sentences “It is difficult to photograph some birds because 
they fly too fast, *eagle, for example, flies very fast” and “No, it's not the same: *cat can see 




As in Group A, the participants from Holambra accepted the Bare singulars more in 
accordance with the Brazilian Control Group than with the Dutch Control Group. 43% of the 
Holambra Group responses for the first sentence were Totally Acceptable, 37% Partially 
Acceptable, and 20% Doubtful. The Brazilian Control also gave a Totally Acceptable rating 
in 47% of the responses, 13% Partially Acceptable, and 33% Doubtful. The Dutch Control 
Group, on the other hand, only rated the sentences as Totally Unacceptable (53%) and 
Partially Unacceptable (47%), that is, 100% unacceptable.  
The Regression analysis confirmed significant difference between the Experimental 
Group and the Dutch control Group for this sentence (p.value = 0.000293). There was no 
significant difference between the Experimental Group and the Brazilian Control Group 
(p.value <0.05). 
The results for the second sentence followed the same pattern. The Dutch Control 
Group rejected massively the sentence with as ratings: 87% unacceptable and 13% Doubtful. 




























06: Het is moeilijk om sommige
vogels te fotograferen want ze
vliegen te snel, adelaar,
bijvoorbeeld, vliegt erg snel.
07: Não, não é a
mesma coisa:
gato vê no escuro.
08: Nee hoor, het is niet hetzelfde:
kat ziet in het donker.








Group gave the sentence a Totally Unacceptable rating. The former group gave it an 80% 
acceptability rating while the latter gave it a 70% acceptability rating.  
Between the Experimental Group and the Dutch Group, the Regression analysis 
showed significant difference (p.value = 0.00685). No significant difference was found 






The results of our AJT seem to show that there are some DP types which are 
preferential for generic readings in subject position across the different groups tested (Figure 
34)56.  
Summarizing, overall, the heritage language speakers behave like Brazilian 
Portuguese speakers except with indefinite singulars, with which they group with Dutch 
speakers . Definite Singulars are well accepted by all groups tested. Indefinite Singulars are 
well accepted by the Holambra group, less by the Dutch, and receives the lowest ratings in the 
Brazilian control group. Bare plurals are, again, well accepted by the Holambra group, but 
behave the opposite way among the other two:  Brazilians rate them high but the Dutch 
Control group, very low. Same results can be seen for Definite plurals and, finally, that Bare 
Singulars are well accepted by both the Brazilian and the Holambra Group while receiving 
severe unacceptability judgements from the Dutch control group, as we expected. 
It is noteworthy that a pattern emerged in Dutch57. Our results show an acceptability 
gradient going from Definite Singulars > Indefinite Singulars > Definite Plurals > Bare 
Plurals > Bare Singulars (Figure 34). These data could be an interesting starting point for a 
next level in the studies on DPs in Dutch. 
                                                 
56 Here again we will sum the results of the partially and totally responses to facilitate our exposition. 





Basically, all groups rated sentences with Definite Singulars with a high acceptability 
level. This is an expected outcome according to the literature regarding its distribution in both 
languages. To Müller (1999), for instance, in Brazilian Portuguese, Definite Singulars are the 
canonical forms to refer to species. 
As mentioned above, Indefinite Singulars are better accepted by the Holambra group 
(84%), followed by the Dutch control group (72%) and, finally the Brazilian control group 
(61%), showing that there is a different behavior between both Dutch speaking groups one the 
one hand, and the Brazilian control group on the other. 
This seems to indicate that Brazilians disprefer Indefinite Singulars in subject position, 
as was pointed out by Müller (2002). It also shows that, in this case, the behavior of the 
Holambra HLS is more aligned with the Dutch speakers than with the Brazilian ones. 
Bare plurals were well accepted by the experimental group of HLS and by the 
Brazilian control group, but not by the Dutch control group – with only 53% acceptable 
responses.  
This was an unforeseen result because Bare Plurals – as Indefinite Singulars – were 
not supposed to suffer infelicity restrictions regarding generic readings (see DAYAL, 2004; 
and BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, for Dutch) and should receive higher acceptability rates.  
On the other hand, according To Diesing’s Mapping Hypothesis (1992, apud 
CARLSON, 2003) Bare Plurals are interpreted existentially if they appear within the VP 













Definite Singular Indefinite Singular Definite Plural Bare Plural Bare Singular
Figure 34: Overall Distribution Aceptabilty
HOLAMBRA DUTCH CONTROL BRAZILIAN CONTROL
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(5)  Sharks are visible. (ambiguous) 
a. [IP Sharks [VP e are visible]] 
b. [IP [VP Sharks are visible]] 
 
 Where in (5)a some sharks are visible at the moment of the utterance, and in (5)b 
sharks are visible entities. The fact that bare plurals used in characterizing sentences are 
ambiguous – as they can elicit two different logical representations – is also mentioned by 
Oosterhof (2008, p. 161): “on the one hand, kind-selecting predicates can take bare plurals, 
which suggests that bare plurals refer to kinds. On the other hand, there are speakers of Dutch 
who consider such sentences unacceptable”.  
Consequently, it could be that many of the Dutch participants interpreted the test 
sentences as in (1)a, above, with an existential reading. Nevertheless, the sentences of our test 
were designed to raise generic reading, thus, further studies on the subject are needed.  
Definite plurals were well accepted by the experimental group (90%), and the 
Brazilian control group (86%). In the Dutch control group, on the other hand, 62% of the 
responses were rated as acceptable. 
Even so, this is very high if we consider Standard Dutch (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 
2012). Nonetheless, as Oosterhof (2008) shows, there are interspeaker variations regarding 
this DP type in generic readings. Thus, as it is a dialectic variation, these results are not 
completely as surprising as they may seem at a first glance. This variation does not occur in 
the Dutch HLS since they rank as the Brazilian speakers, hence showing the role of attrition in 
the HL (SELIGER, 1996) – as will also be confirmed by the results of the last item: Bare 
Singulars. 
Indeed, the sentences with Bare Singulars were well accepted by the Brazilian control 
group and the experimental group, but not so by the Dutch control group, as was expected, 
since this language does not allow them (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012). 
To explain the acceptance of Bare Singulars in the grammars of the Holambra 
speakers, we will adopt the stance – following Adger (2003) – that Dutch allows a series of 








To Oosterhof (2008), there are 3 types of empty determiners in Dutch (Figure 35). 
 
Figure 35: Types of empty determiners in Dutch 
0[+R]  (kind-)referential interpretation 
0[–R]  variable-introducing/indefinite interpretation 
0[–R, ι] definite/specific interpretation 
 
Source: Oosterhof (2008, p. 233). 
 
Where 0 is the empty phonological realization of the Determiner58 and [+R] or [-R] are 
related to referential interpretations and quantificational interpretations, respectively (as in 
LONGOBARDI, 2001)59. In order to express the relation of these features with plural and 
singular mass nouns, and singular and plural count nouns, Oosterhof adds the features 
[±count], [±pl] and presents the following combinations for standard Dutch (Figure 36). 
 
Figure 36: Possible combinations of features on empty determiners.
 
Source: Oosterhof (2008, p. 234). 
 
 As sentences with bare singular count nouns are not accepted in standard Dutch, this 
language lacks a bundle of features englobing these type of constructions (as in 6), similarly 
as what occurs in English, actually. 
 
(6) *Koe geeft melk. 
 ‘Cow produces milk’ 
 A cow produces milk. 
 
                                                 
58 To Adger (2003, p. 261), empty Determiners are the ones in which “the spellout rules for particular feature 
bundles result in a null phonology”. 
59 DPs with the [+R] value refer to an entity (i.e., an object or a kind), and DPs with the [–R] value do not 
directly refer to an entity, but give information on the quantity of objects (or kinds, when the DP has a taxonomic 




 Consequently, since the Holambra HLS speakers accept bare singular count nouns, it 
seems that a bundle of features 0[+R, +count, –pl] has been incorporated to the Dutch HL of 






In this chapter, we have exposed our research, with its methods and results, and we 
have discussed some of the findings we considered relevant. We have shown that some 
preferential interpretations arise regarding the expression of generic sentences and its 
relationship with the tested DP types across the participants of our study. 
 In general, the results seem to support our research hypothesis that a slightly different 
grammar has risen in the Dutch HL speakers of Holambra, insofar as the options to express 
genericity with DP/NP are concerned. Indeed, the distribution of Bare Singulars, the core of 
our comparative research, has showed significant differences, being accepted with a high 
rating score by most participants of the experimental group, as we have shown above.   
These results are in line with studies on DOM marking in Spanish HL speakers 
(SCHMITZ, 2015), which we commented on in Chapter 2, stating that the L1 of HL speakers 
can suffer attrition under the influence of the Majority Language.  
As the results of the participants show acceptance of Bare Singulars, this could mean 
that they have developed a grammar with a combination of features allowing Article 
Omission, as in the case of Brazilian Portuguese. 
Throughout our work, we have mentioned Oosterhof (2008) showing that there is a 
partial acceptance of definite plurals with generic readings in certain variations of Standard 
Dutch:  
 
(7) %De Kolibries zijn vogels. 
The hummingbirds are birds 
Hummingbirds are birds 
 
To Oosterhof (2008), “This variation can be described by assuming that there are two 
varieties of Standard Dutch: one variety does not have a definite article with the feature 
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bundle [+R, +count, +pl]. Another variety does have a definite article with the same bundle of 
features, [+R, +count, +pl]”.   
 Following Oosterhof’s proposal (2008) on the distribution of empty determiners in 
Dutch, and expanding it for the purpose of our research, we will assume that the grammar of 
the Holambra speakers also possesses a feature allowing a 0[+R, +count, –pl] combination: 















5 FINAL REMARKS 
 
 
In this Master’s thesis, we have exposed our work on language Acquisition in the 
Generative Framework to unveil some aspects of how the Faculty of Language works. 
Therefore, we conducted a field research in which we tested a group of Dutch Heritage 
Language Speakers living in a town in Brazil that received a contingent of Dutch migrants in 
the fifties. 
The tests attempted to discover how those speakers rated the distribution of 
Determiner Phrases, in subject position, in generic sentences and compare these ratings with 
those of two control groups of Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese speakers. We wanted to know 
whether there were preferences in the ratings of the three groups we tested, specifically 
regarding the possibility of accepting Bare Singular count nouns by the experimental group of 
Heritage Speakers, since this could indicate that their grammar had suffered attrition due to 
the influence of Brazilian Portuguese.  
The results of the Acceptability Judgment Test we carried out with the participants of 
our research showed some interesting behavior of the three groups and confirmed out 
hypothesis, namely that these Dutch heritage speakers accepted bare singular count noun in 
contexts where standard Dutch speaker did not. 
Our thesis was organized as follows: first, in chapter one, we gave a brief introduction 
of the context of our work; in chapter 2 we reviewed some issues related to language 
acquisition in the Generative Framework; in chapter 3 we discussed Determiner Phrases in 
Dutch – basically articles – and in Brazilian Portuguese – with a focus on bare singulars;  
chapter 4 showed the experimental study we conducted, with its methods, the obtained results 
and their discussion as well as the conclusions we reached based on these findings; lastly, in 
chapter 5 we close our thesis, summarizing its main issues. 
 As mentioned above, chapter two of our thesis was devoted to language acquisition in 
an innate perspective60. That is, together with Chomsky (1995, a.o.) we parted from the 
assumption that the Faculty of Language is innate and responsible for Language Acquisition, 
it is biologically driven and domain specific. We also claimed that Universal Grammar is the 
initial state of an infant’s L1.  
                                                 
60 A rather long discussion, yet essential, since Second Language Acquisition (SLA) is a complex issue upon 
which no unified vision has been reached up to date.  
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Furthermore, after discussing several authors form the field of Generative Second 
Language Acquisition, we adopted the stance that a L2’s initial state is the L1 – or several 
L1s. For us, UG is active in the L2, though restrained due to initially underspecified 
morphological features of the L1 lexicon (HERSCHENSOHN, 2000; YUSA, 1999). We also 
believe that in adult SLA, aspects related to factors outside the narrow Language Faculty play 
a more relevant role than in L1 acquisition (statistical operations, cognitive processes, etc. 
(MEISEL, 2011). 
The third section of chapter two led us to investigate aspects related to bilingualism, 
that is, the simultaneous acquisition of two languages in one’s early childhood, and 
multilingualism, same as above but with more than two languages. In both contexts, it seemed 
also very perceptible that young children do not have problems in discerning two, or more 
linguistic systems (GENEESE, 2005; DEWAELE, 2000) and that even phenomena like code 
switching or mixing are constrained by UG driven principles (BHATIA & RITCHIE, 1999). 
Finally, we looked at Heritage Language Speakers which we defined according to 
Benamou et al. (2013) as asymmetric bilinguals, as they learn their L1 at home but are later 
exposed to more primary linguistic data from the majority language. This entails that their L1 
knowledge, in many instances, suffers erosion leading to a mental grammar which can be 
different than the grammar of the monolingual speaker (SELIGER, 1996; MONTRUL, 2008; 
GUIJARRO-FUENTES & SCHMITZ, 2015). We assumed this last point as our working 
hypothesis, expecting to find differences in our experimental group, as we will expose below 
in more detail. 
Chapter 3 was devoted to a review of syntactic and semantic aspects of the functional 
category Determiner (D), and its projection, the Determiner Phrase (DP), in Dutch and 
Brazilian Portuguese. We focused on articles and specially on the behavior of bare singular 
count nouns in generic sentences61.  
We presented some characteristics of the Determiner Phrase according to several 
authors (ABNEY, 1987; LONGOBARDI, 1994 2001; CHIERCHIA, 1998), and discussed 
briefly some general questions like definiteness, specificity and genericity. 
Then, we went on with a review of the article systems in Dutch and Brazilian 
Portuguese. For the latter, we focused almost exclusively on the ongoing discussion related to 
                                                 
61 As the main objective of our experimental study was to discover if there had been attrition in the heritage 
language spoken by the Dutch migrants in the town of Holambra, in Brazil, we needed to select a phenomenon 
that we could measure. Intuitively, we thought that comparing article omission – that is, when a speaker of a 
specific language does not use an article in contexts where there ought to be one, e.g, *“dog barks”, instead of 
“the dog barks” – could be a good option. 
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bare singular count nouns in this language, as it stands out against other romance language, 
which do not accept them.  
We concluded that, in Dutch, three types of DPs can be used in generic sentences, 
(indefinite plurals, definite singulars end indefinite singulars), while definite plurals are 
partially accepted depending on dialectical variation, and bare singulars are ungrammatical 
except in news headlines and some idiomatic expressions.  We also followed Oosterhof’s 
(2008) proposal that bare arguments are DPs introduced by empty determiners, and that they 
can bear two types of referential values [+Referential], and [–Referential]. 
For Brazilian Portuguese, we showed that all five DP types can be used in generic 
sentences. After reviewing some works on the subject of bare singulars (SCHMITT & 
MUNN, 1999, 2002; MÜLLER, 2002; LOPES, 2006; OLIVEIRA & ROTHSTEIN, 2011), 
and since the nature of bare singulars is still an unresolved issue, we tentatively assumed that 
in Brazilian Portuguese Bare Singulars are DPs with a phonetically null Determiner. 
Thereupon, our working hypothesis assumed that the Dutch heritage speakers of our 
study would suffer influence from Brazilian Portuguese allowing Bare singulars as licit 
constructions in their grammars. We stated that if the heritage speakers of Holambra accepted 
Bare singulars this would be owing to the rearrangement of their Dutch grammar with the 
inclusion of a feature [+R, +count, –pl]), which is not present in Standard Dutch, because of 
the lack of bare singulars in this language. 
Finally, in chapter four we presented our experimental study. As mentioned, our main 
research question was: Do Dutch Heritage Language Speakers (HLS) of Holambra accept 
Bare Singulars as licit Dutch constructions in contexts not accepted in Standard Dutch?  
A secondary question concerned the overall distribution of kind-denoting DPs in HL 
Dutch. Again, we attempted to assess whether these speakers would follow patterns more 
aligned with BP than with Standard Dutch or vice versa. To answer these questions, we 
performed an Acceptability Judgement Test (AJT) with 60 heritage speakers from Holambra 
and contrasted the collected data with two control groups, of 30 participants each, to compare 
their grammars with those of standard Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese speakers. 
We divided the experimental group, and both control groups, in two smaller groups. 
These two groups listened to the same sentences with switched DP types. To analyze the 
results statistically, we applied the Shapiro-Wilk normality test which did not follow a normal 
distribution. Therefore, we choose Linear Regression as the statistical analysis tool.  
The results of our AJT appeared to show that there are some preferential DP types for 
generic readings in subject position across the different groups. 
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Definite Singulars, for instance, were similarly accepted in all the groups, with overall 
acceptability rates of 84%, 88% and 90%. This was an expected outcome according to the 
literature regarding their distribution in both languages (MÜLLER, 1999, for BP; 
BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, for Dutch). 
Indefinite Singulars were better accepted by the Holambra group (84%), followed by 
the Dutch control group (72%) and, finally the Brazilian control group (61%), showing a 
different behavior between both Dutch speaking groups one the one hand, and the Brazilian 
control group on the other, indicating, thus an inclination against Indefinite Singulars in 
subject position, as showed by Müller (2002).  
Bare plurals were well accepted by the experimental group (81%), and by the 
Brazilian control group (80%), but not by the Dutch control group – with only 51% 
acceptable responses. This was surprising since Bare Plurals were not supposed to suffer 
restrictions regarding generic readings (DAYAL, 2004; and BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 2012, 
for Dutch) and we expected higher acceptability rates.  
We attempted to explain this apparent mismatch with our predictions and argued, 
according to Diesing (1992, apud CARLSON, 2003) that Bare Plurals can receive both 
existential and generic readings, depending on whether the DP appears in the VP or the IP. 
Yet, we designed our test sentences to elicit generic reading, thus, this issue remains unclear 
and advocates for further research on the subject.  
Then, we saw that definite plurals were well accepted by the experimental group 
(90%), and the Brazilian control group (86%). The Dutch control group, on the other hand, 
only rated 62% of the responses as acceptable. We considered this a high outcome, since this 
form is not accepted for generic readings in Standard Dutch (BROEKHUIS & KEIZER, 
2012) but only in certain dialectic variations (OOSTERHOF, 2008). These findings seem to 
indicate that variation does not occur in the Dutch heritage speakers since they rank as the 
Brazilian speakers, hence showing the role of attrition in the HL (SELIGER, 1996, among 
others). 
Lastly, the findings showed that Bare Singulars were not accepted by the Dutch 
control group, as was expected, with a 96% unacceptability rate, while both the Brazilian 
control group and the experimental group of Holambra rated them similarly: 78% and 72% 
respectively. Discussing this outcome, following Oosterhof (2008) we posited that the 
heritage speakers of Holambra accepted bare singular count nouns by incorporating a bundle 
of features which is not present in Standard Dutch: 0[+R, +count, –pl] – that is, a singular 
count noun DP with an empty determiner, rendering a generic reading. 
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This result confirms, thus, our working hypothesis, namely, that language attrition has 
influenced the Dutch Heritage Language Speakers of Holambra, giving rise to a slightly 
different grammar.  
Concluding, we need to mention that although our main hypothesis has brought forth 
some fruitful outcomes – contributing thus to the field of Generative Second Language 
Acquisition, more specifically concerning the acquisition of heritage languages – we were no 
able to evaluate if the main proposals we adopted (HERSCHENSOHN, 2000; YUSA, 1999) 
have proven to be adequate.  
We have to bear in mind that Heritage Language studies are rather new and, as stated 
by Scontras et. al (2015, p. 3), “Ultimately, research in heritage languages should be able to 
predict a particular outcome for a given phenomenon or context, but the field is not there yet. 
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APPENDIX A: DUTCH TEST SENTENCES FOR GROUP A 
 
1. Het is algemeen geweten dat de ooievaar grote vleugels heeft. (DP type: 
Definite Singular) 
(It is well know that the stork has large wings) 
2. Waarom heb je geen kippenfarm gestart? Omdat ik liever aan veeteelt doe want 
koe geeft melk. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I prefer to work with cattle 
because cow gives milk) 
3. Waarom denk je dat die geen vlees eet? Je weet toch dat leeuwen graag vlees 
lusten. (DP type: Indefinite Plural) 
(Why do you think that this one doesn’t eat meat? You know that lions like 
meat) 
4. Het is moeilijk om sommige vogels te fotograferen want ze vliegen te snel, de 
adelaar, bijvoorbeeld, vliegt erg snel. (DP type: Definite Singular) 
(It is difficult to photograph some birds because they fly too fast, the eagle, for 
example, flies very fast) 
5. Nee, niet alle zoogdieren zijn insecteneters: een eekhoorn eet bessen en noten.  
(DP type: Indefinite Singular) 
(No, not all mammals are insectivores: a squirrel eats berries and nuts) 
6. Niet op de zuidpool: de ijsberen leven op de noordpool. (DP type: Definite 
Plural) 
(Not on the south pole: the polar bears lives on the north pole) 
7. Zoogdieren kunnen in de zee leven, de walvissen zijn daar een voorbeeld van. 
(DP type: Definite Plural) 
(Mammals can live in the sea; the whales are an example of this) 
8. Nee hoor, het is niet hetzelfde: een kat ziet in het donker. (DP type: Indefinite 
Singular) 
(No, it's not the same: a cat can see in the dark) 
9. Het dierlijk instinct is zeer sterk. Iedereen weet dat hond op katten jaagt. (DP 
type: Bare Singular)  
(The animal instinct is very strong. Everyone knows that dog chases cats) 
10. De natuur is perfect, nadat ze de bloemen bestuiven maken bijen honing. (DP 
type: Indefinite Plural) 









APPENDIX B: BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE TEST SENTENCES FOR GROUP A 
 
1. É bem sabido que a cegonha tem asas grandes.  (DP type: Definite 
Singular) 
(It is well know that the stork has large wings) 
2. Por que você não se dedica à criação de frangos? Prefiro criar gado porque 
vaca dá leite. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I prefer to work with cattle 
because cow gives milk) 
3. Por que acha que esse não come carne? Você sabe que leões gostam de 
comer carne. (DP type: Indefinite Plural) 
(Why do you think that this one doesn’t eat meat? You know that lions like 
meat) 
4. É difícil fotografar alguns pássaros porque voam muito rápido, o falcão, 
por exemplo, voa muito rápido. (DP type: Definite Singular) 
(It is difficult to photograph some birds because they fly too fast, the eagle, 
for example, flies very fast) 
5. Nem todos os mamíferos são insetívoros: um esquilo come frutas e nozes. 
(DP type: Indefinite Singular) 
(No, not all mammals are insectivores: a squirrel eats berries and nuts) 
6. Não é no Polo Sul: os ursos polares vivem no Polo Norte. (DP type: 
Definite Plural) 
(Not on the south pole: the polar bears lives on the north pole) 
7. Há mamíferos que vivem no mar, as baleias são um exemplo disso. (DP 
type: Definite Plural) 
(Mammals can live in the sea; the whales are an example of this) 
8. Não, não é a mesma coisa: um gato vê no escuro. (DP type: Indefinite 
Singular) 
(No, it's not the same: a cat can see in the dark) 
9. O instinto animal é muito forte. Todo mundo sabe que cachorro persegue 
gatos. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(The animal instinct is very strong. Everyone knows that dog chases cats) 
10. A natureza é perfeita: depois de polinizar as flores, abelhas produzem mel. 
(DP type: Indefinite Plural) 











APPENDIX C: DUTCH TEST SENTENCES FOR GROUP B 
 
1. Het is algemeen geweten dat de ooievaars grote vleugels hebben. (DP type: 
Definite Plural) 
(It is well know that the storks have large wings) 
2. Waarom heb je geen kippenfarm gestart? Omdat ik liever aan veeteelt doe 
want koeien geven melk. (DP type: Bare Plural) 
(Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I prefer to work with cattle 
because cows produce milk) 
3. Waarom denk je dat die geen vlees eet? Je weet toch dat een leeuw graag 
vlees lusten. (DP type: Indefinite Singular) 
(Why do you think that this one doesn’t eat meat? You know that a lion likes 
meat) 
4. Het is moeilijk om sommige vogels te fotograferen want ze vliegen te snel, 
adelaar, bijvoorbeeld, vliegt erg snel. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(It is difficult to photograph some birds because they fly too fast, eagle, for 
example, flies very fast) 
5. Nee, niet alle zoogdieren zijn insecteneters: de eekhoorn eet bessen en noten.  
(DP type: Definite Singular) 
(No, not all mammals are insectivores: the squirrel eats berries and nuts) 
6. Niet op de zuidpool: ijsberen leven op de noordpool. (DP type: Bare Plural) 
(Not on the south pole: polar bears lives on the north pole) 
7. Zoogdieren kunnen in de zee leven, de walvis is daar een voorbeeld van. (DP 
type: Definite Singular) 
(Mammals can live in the sea; the whale is an example of this) 
8. Nee hoor, het is niet hetzelfde: kat ziet in het donker. (DP type: Bare 
Singular) 
(No, it's not the same: cat can see in the dark) 
9. Het dierlijk instinct is zeer sterk. Iedereen weet dat een hond op katten jaagt. 
(DP type: Indefinite Singular)  
(The animal instinct is very strong. Everyone knows that a dog chases cats) 
10. De natuur is perfect, nadat ze de bloemen bestuiven maken de bijen honing. 
(DP type: Definite Plural) 









APPENDIX D: BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE TEST SENTENCES FOR GROUP B 
 
1. É bem sabido que as cegonhas têm asas grandes.  (DP type: Definite 
Plural) 
(It is well know that the storks have large wings) 
2. Por que você não se dedica à criação de frangos? Prefiro criar gado porque 
vacas dão leite. (DP type: Indefinite Plural) 
(Why didn’t you start a chicken farm? Because I prefer to work with cattle 
because cows give milk) 
3. Por que acha que esse não come carne? Você sabe que um leão gosta de 
comer carne. (DP type: Indefinite Singular) 
(Why do you think that this one doesn’t eat meat? You know that a lion 
likes meat) 
4. É difícil fotografar alguns pássaros porque voam muito rápido, falcão, por 
exemplo, voa muito rápido. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(It is difficult to photograph some birds because they fly too fast, eagle, for 
example, flies very fast) 
5. Nem todos os mamíferos são insetívoros: o esquilo come frutas e nozes. 
(DP type: Definite Singular) 
(No, not all mammals are insectivores: the squirrel eats berries and nuts) 
6. Não é no Polo Sul: ursos polares vivem no Polo Norte. (DP type: 
Indefinite Plural) 
(Not on the south pole: polar bears lives on the north pole) 
7. Há mamíferos que vivem no mar, a baleia é um exemplo disso. (DP type: 
Definite Singular) 
(Mammals can live in the sea; the whale is an example of this) 
8. Não, não é a mesma coisa: gato vê no escuro. (DP type: Bare Singular) 
(No, it's not the same: cat can see in the dark) 
9. O instinto animal é muito forte. Todo mundo sabe que um cachorro 
persegue gatos. (DP type: Indefinite Singular)  
(The animal instinct is very strong. Everyone knows that a dog chases cats) 
10. .A natureza é perfeita: depois de polinizar as flores, as abelhas produzem 
mel. (DP type: Definite Plural) 
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Instituição Proponente: Instituto de Estudos da Linguagem 
 
Patrocinador Principal:  Financiamento Próprio 
 
DADOS DO PARECER 
 
Número do Parecer:  1.614.917 
 
 
Apresentação do Projeto: 
 
Trata-se de uma pesquisa experimental de aluno de mestrado do IEL, para coletar dados sobre a língua 
holandesa falada em Holambra (SP). Os participantes da pesquisa serão 60 habitantes dessa cidade. eles 
serão entrevistados para coletar dados sociodemográficos e, numa segunda fase, lhes será aplicado uma 
tarefa de julgamento gramatical em holandês e em português. Os resultados serão comparados com dados 
de 2 grupos controle, um de falantes brasileiros monolíngues e outro de holandeses nativos. Posteriormente, 
se analisarão os dados para comparar os resultados e avaliar se há fenômenos diferentes na língua falada 
pelos moradores de Holambra. 
 
Os falantes de holandês como língua de herança da comunidade de Holambra têm uma gramática diferente 
de falantes típicos de holandês? Essa pesquisa pretende saber se eles aceitam e/ou produzem nominais 
nus singulares em contextos semelhantes aos falantes brasileiros nativos. A hipótese de trabalho prevê que, 
devido à influência do Português Brasileiro, os participantes da pesquisa aceitarão e/ou produzirão nomes 
nus singulares em contextos semelhantes aos dos falantes monolíngues brasileiros. 
 
Objetivo da Pesquisa: 
 
Verificar se há ocorrência de aquisição irregular, na forma de omissão de artigos, na comunidade  
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de falantes do holandês como Língua de Herança no Brasil. 
 
Avaliação dos Riscos e Benefícios: 
 
Riscos: Talvez possa acontecer algum desconforto em relação ao tempo da entrevista e do teste (cinco 
minutos da entrevista mais quarenta minutos do teste, ou seja, calculando cinco minutos entre a entrevista e 
o teste, no máximo cinquenta minutos em total), mas em qualquer momento o participante poderá pôr fim à 
entrevista ou à tarefa de responder os itens do teste. Não há respostas certas ou erradas para os testes e 
isso será comunicado muito explicitamente pelo pesquisador para evitar qualquer tipo de nervosismo e/ou 
constrangimento nos participantes. 
 
Benefícios: Não há benefícios diretos para os participantes. Benefícios indiretos podem advir do 
conhecimento que os voluntários receberão sobre a sua língua com os resultados da pesquisa e/ou o 
reconhecimento da importância da Língua de Holambra como patrimônio cultural-histórico a ser preservado. 
Para a comunidade científica, a pesquisa pode trazer benefícios ao contribuir aos estudos sobre Aquisição da 
Linguagem. 
 
Comentários e Considerações sobre a Pesquisa: 
 
Critério de Inclusão: O grupo experimental de falantes de holandês como Língua de Herança da 
Comunidade de Holambra (N=60) será selecionado com base nos seguintes critérios de inclusão: Morar na 
comunidade de Holambra; Ser da primeira geração de imigrantes nascida no Brasil (sujeitos entre 
aproximadamente 45 e 55 anos de idade). 
 
O primeiro dos dois grupos de controle será constituído por falantes brasileiros monolíngues (N=30). Esse 
grupo de controle 1 terá o seguinte critério de inclusão: ser brasileiro adulto. 
 
O grupo de controle 2 (N=30) se formará com falantes nativos de holandês. Os critérios de inclusão para o 
grupo controle 2 são: ser holandês adulto. 
 
Critério de Exclusão: Para o grupo experimental, os critérios de exclusão são: ter recebido ensino formal em 
língua holandesa; ter morado nos Países baixos posteriormente à vinda ao Brasil. 
 
O grupo controle 1 (brasileiros monolíngues apenas terá como critério de exclusão: falar uma língua 
estrangeira. 
 
O grupo controle 2, falantes holandeses, terá como critério de exclusão: ter aprendido a falar 
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português na infância. 
 
 
Metodologia Proposta: Na primeira parte da coleta de dados, no grupo experimental, o pesquisador efetuará 
uma entrevista gravada em holandês de aproximadamente cinco minutos de duração para estabelecer um 
vínculo com o participante e levantar o seu perfil sociodemográfico. Para tal, o pesquisador seguira um 
roteiro de perguntas, descrito no projeto, além de perguntas dirigidas para eliciar formas nominais genéricas 
e observar se acontecem ocorrências de omissão de artigo na língua holandesa do voluntário. A segunda 
parte da testagem, e também a mais importante, será constituída por uma tarefa de julgamento gramatical. 
Nessa, apresentar-se-ão sentenças entre as quais haverá Nominais Singulares Nus para que os sujeitos 
julguem sua aceitabilidade numa escala de 1 a 5, também descrita no projeto. As sentenças em holandês 
serão gravadas por uma estudante holandesa do programa de Linguística Aplicada do IEL-UNICAMP para 
evitar viés na apresentação dos estímulos e conseguir, assim, sua homogeneidade. 
 
A cada participante do grupo experimental serão apresentadas 10 sentenças estímulo e 20 sentenças 
distratoras em holandês e a mesma quantidade em português, totalizando 60 sentenças. Aos dois grupos 
controle apenas serão aplicados testes de 30 elementos: 10 sentenças estímulo e 20 distratoras nas 
respectivas línguas maternas dos participantes (holandês e português). Usaremos o quadrado latino (Latin 
Square) para evitar viés na apresentação dos estímulos. Assim, nenhum participante será exposto ao 
mesmo tipo de sentença mais de duas vezes. Para não deixar as sentenças descontextualizadas, ante cada 
uma delas haverá um pequeno enunciado que situe a ação na perspectiva adequada. 
 
Considerações sobre os Termos de apresentação obrigatória: 
 
Projeto bem escrito e inserido de forma adequada na Plataforma Brasil. Folha de rosto assinada pelo 
pesquisador, e assinada e carimbada pelo diretor do IEL. Cronograma adequado. TCLEs adequados 




O texto como foi descrito no TCLE não garante indenização por danos decorrentes da pesquisa. A 
Resolução 466/12 (item IV.3) define que "os participantes da pesquisa que vierem a sofrer qualquer tipo de 
dano resultante de sua participação na pesquisa, previsto ou não no TCLE, têm direito à indenização, por 
parte do pesquisador, patrocinador e das instituições envolvidas". Cabe enfatizar que a questão da 
indenização não é prerrogativa da Resolução 466/12, estando prevista no código civil. Portanto, solicitamos 
que seja assegurado, de forma clara e afirmativa, que o 
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Conclusões ou Pendências e Lista de Inadequações: 
 
Aprovado com recomendação (Vide item acima Recomendações) 
 
Considerações Finais a critério do CEP: 
 
- O sujeito de pesquisa deve receber uma via do Termo de Consentimento Livre e Esclarecido, na íntegra, 
por ele assinado (quando aplicável).  
 
- O sujeito da pesquisa tem a liberdade de recusar-se a participar ou de retirar seu consentimento em 
qualquer fase da pesquisa, sem penalização alguma e sem prejuízo ao seu cuidado (quando aplicável).  
 
- O pesquisador deve desenvolver a pesquisa conforme delineada no protocolo aprovado. Se o pesquisador 
considerar a descontinuação do estudo, esta deve ser justificada e somente ser realizada após análise das 
razões da descontinuidade pelo CEP que o aprovou. O pesquisador deve aguardar o parecer do CEP 
quanto à descontinuação, exceto quando perceber risco ou dano não previsto ao sujeito participante ou 
quando constatar a superioridade de uma estratégia diagnóstica ou terapêutica oferecida a um dos grupos 
da pesquisa, isto é, somente em caso de necessidade de ação imediata com intuito de proteger os 
participantes.  
 
- O CEP deve ser informado de todos os efeitos adversos ou fatos relevantes que alterem o curso normal do 
estudo. É papel do pesquisador assegurar medidas imediatas adequadas frente a evento adverso grave 
ocorrido (mesmo que tenha sido em outro centro) e enviar notificação ao CEP e à Agência Nacional de 
Vigilância Sanitária – ANVISA – junto com seu posicionamento.  
 
- Eventuais modificações ou emendas ao protocolo devem ser apresentadas ao CEP de forma clara e 
sucinta, identificando a parte do protocolo a ser modificada e suas justificativas e aguardando a aprovação 
do CEP para continuidade da pesquisa. Em caso de projetos do Grupo I ou II apresentados anteriormente à 
ANVISA, o pesquisador ou patrocinador deve enviá-las também à mesma, junto com o parecer aprovatório 
do CEP, para serem juntadas ao protocolo inicial.  
 
- Relatórios parciais e final devem ser apresentados ao CEP, inicialmente seis meses após a data  
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deste parecer de aprovação e ao término do estudo. 
 
 
-Lembramos que segundo a Resolução 466/2012, item XI.2 letra e, “cabe ao pesquisador apresentar dados 
solicitados pelo CEP ou pela CONEP a qualquer momento”. 
 
 
Este parecer foi elaborado baseado nos documentos abaixo relacionados:  
Tipo Documento Arquivo Postagem Autor Situação 
     
Informações Básicas PB_INFORMAÇÕES_BÁSICAS_DO_P 15/05/2016  Aceito 
do Projeto ROJETO_713362.pdf 06:18:35   
Folha de Rosto Folha_de_Rosto.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
  06:17:21 Codina Bobia  
Outros Atestado_Matricula_Antonio_Codina.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
  06:16:10 Codina Bobia  
TCLE / Termos de TCLE_Grupo_Controle_2.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
Assentimento /  06:13:36 Codina Bobia  
Justificativa de     
Ausência     
TCLE / Termos de TCLE_Grupo_Controle_1.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
Assentimento /  06:13:18 Codina Bobia  
Justificativa de     
Ausência     
TCLE / Termos de TCLE_Grupo_Experimental.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
Assentimento /  06:13:07 Codina Bobia  
Justificativa de     
Ausência     
Projeto Detalhado / Projeto_CEP_Antonio_Codina.pdf 15/05/2016 Antonio Jose Maria Aceito 
Brochura  06:12:51 Codina Bobia  
Investigador     
 
Situação do Parecer:  
Aprovado 
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CAMPINAS, 30 de Junho de 2016 
 
 
Assinado por:  
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